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nhe Cuervo Clipper.

COMK TO "THE SUNSHINE STATE,"
II you waut the healthiest climate.
Where the pleaoaut breezes blow,
Just pack your grip for a farewell trip.
And come to NEW MEXICO.
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More Trouble
.

GENERAL, MERCHANDISE

tf5

AT HOrVlE:

PHONE

....

There is no need of .your goina: to half a doz- en different kinds ot stores 10 mane your
purchases, uur siocks are complete 111 every department and you can find right hare
just as wide a range to choose from as. you
could anywhere else.

The Continued Story of Local Ads,
dud Current Events in and around

Luther Bray of near Riddle was
here Tuesday after a crate of six
pretty, red pigs which were shipped to him from Texas by C. D.
Woodard.
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THE BIG QUALITY

CUERVO

Maestas
traiisaeted business here Tuesday.
Jesus

I

M. Barnes aud wife and
Nortlicraft of Variadero were
here on business Monday, Mr,
Barnes filed uotice of intention to

W.

!

Sheep For Sale: I have about
60 ewes with 40 lambs f 0 r sale.
Can make terms for part payment.
Ewes will chear about 8 lbs. Write
to W. C. Burnett, Santa Rosa, N.
4t.
Mex. A Rood bargain.
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MEXICO.
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Pleasure And Profit
Are insured when you do your banking
business with us. It will be a source of constant pleasure and profit to both you and us if
you MAKE OUll BANK YOUR BANK. v

United States Cream Separators
For Sale: We have two or three
which we will close out and give
time. None better. Santa Rosa
Mercantile Co., Santa Rosa, N, M.
Guy E. Landers submitted final
proof on his Enlarged and btock
Raising homestead entries, Wed.
C. A. Darnell nnd W. L. Landers
were used as bis witnesses.

NOTHING ADDS MORE TO YOUR
APPEARANCE THAN A BANK BOOK SUP

PLIED BY

SWAT

The Santa Rosa State Bank,

it causes
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MOiiE READY AND
YOU WILL FIND
PREPARED- TO SERVE YOU THAN EVER.
WE ARE RESOLVED TO PLEASE.
US

-
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your physical downtall.
The editor's childrcns'
a good pig and wants
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arofitable times.

iS HERE

W and to insure a lastiug peace it is
hut natural that you start a bank
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WOMAN HOLDS RECORD
FOR

WAR PROMOTION

1,

f
Mrs.

Radford Warren'
Con,
Fire Win Her Hono- rary Majority In "Rainbow
Division."
Maude

duct Under

,

IJeciiusa
of tier "excellent work
among our men nnd for the wounded
at tho frnnt durinir violent bombardment, mill Ikt lienilc nnd Mililler-llcoinliict iiniicr lire," Mrs. Aliuule Jttiil.
fnnl Warren, nuleil writer 11111I V. M.
C A. ciuilc-winker In I'liinee, him
been liiiule honoiiiry nuijor of I ha

1
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day time, and the rain has a habit
of falling here every day about
sundown.

Dr.

i

THE COSMETIC OF THE INANIMATE.

eg

S?j SUPERVISIONS.

SANTA ROSA, NEW MEXICO.

brought in a producing well.
inI understand this entitles me to a pro-raterest in all of the Company's holdings and any
it may hereafter acquire.

am the saver of surfaces.
am the world-ol- d
preserver.
1INoah knew me, for he pitched the ark within and without.
'IjThe Pharaohs sought me as an adornment for their tombs
their mummies endure because 1 conserve.
II am the woad of the ancient Britons: their blue battle hue.
Because of me the treasures of the Sistine Chapel defy efface- BULLS FOR
ment.
istered polled hereford bull 4 yeats .111 am the keeper of the antique,
ii am the servant of progress.
hereford
old; three
Mm
bulls not registered: and in the i;Columbus found me bedecking the savages who watched
the shores of New Spain; and the
on
banner
Ferdinand's
plant
near future I will have nix regis
'very sails of his caravels resisted the elements of tho West
tered hereford ytarling bulls. See
through my aid.
or write J.R.ThomaN,LonTano9,NM .IjThe pioneers westward wending their way daubed the prairie
schooners with my protection.
LumSummer is here now. The frogs HI am the royal robes of civilization's monarchs, Steel and
ber.
croak at night, locusts buzz in the
IIThe taut wings of the airplane gleam under my protective

on his homestead before CommisC. A.
sioner Harbin, Thursday.
Darned and V. L. Landers were
used as his witnesses.
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224 Moore Building, San Antonio, Texas,
I hereby suhscrihe for
shares of stock of
Comi'ANY
at 11.00 par and inclose
the Titan Oil
of a- herewith $
, being 50 per cent
monnt of subscription and hereby agree to pay
balance of $
upon demand 10 days
after notice that said Titan Oil Company has

THE FLY NOW belore

Betty Gunst will leave tomorrow for Clayton, N, M. where
she will reside for awhile.
Loyd Caps submitted final proof

TO
AM

Mrs.

C0MPANV
MOISE NTBROS.
I
KOHA, N. M
A

Look over the names of our odicers, all men of high standing:
Warren B. At well, President, U, 11. Wernor, Int
FrankS. Poorman, 2nd V.Pres., Edward W. O anley, 3rd V.Pm'h.
Samuel M. D wis, Secretary and Treaturer.
Our plan of selling shares, 50 per cent, cash, 50 per cent when
as
we have a producing well, is a feature not to be overlooked
it assures the shareholders that this company is out for production and that development work will be carried on where production is practically assured.

TITAN OIL COMPANY,

ust arrived, a complete
of beautiful
headwear and
a variety of other wearing apparel
for ladies, children and babies.
Just the things you have been
wishing for, and at prices sure to
suit. Come in and lei us show
you sometning nice. Plenty of insect powders and other Rawleijjh
products on hand. S.J.T. Pepper.

IN THE FUTURE

rt

He 9ANS

of

The; whole purpose and aim of tha management is to oor.duet
the affairs of this company tu a way that will leciire ifefmaflency,
profit and a square deal lor its shareholders, nothing lesi will be
sonsi Jered.

past winter attending school.

YOU FOUND US READY AND PREPARED TO
ACCOMMODATE YOU IN OUK LINE.

ON "THE FLOOR FEft

5CW. UP.

Vice-Preside-

Miss Madeleine Holbrook came
in Saturday night from Manhattan,
Kansas, where she lias been the

IN THE PAST

5

when you

vmre pieces F6ftHe PAPea,
Fet the uove op tAvvte,
Sn voue nawe To'en SO
The eoss wonT TwoovN'trA

investors that this company
'"was organized and the management solicits the
; support and
of such investors. They
.invite your complete investigation.

It is for this class

mother wants
it bad.

&

SAYS

f StOf. FOLKS!

1

returned
home
from over-sea- a
last Friday morning. Bill look the same old Bill
and shows to be highly pleased
with heing home after more than
two years in Army life.
Carrie Deen of near Newkirk,
was here on business, Tuesday,
C. W. Bullock transacted
in Cuervo, Tuesday.

S-ant-

price.

contemplate making an in- - j
vestment, naturally your desire is to jj
nick a comoanv that inspires confi- - S
dence; one that you can tie to; one
whose plans and purposes meet the
requirements of the most exacting J
and conservative investors.

make proof on his claim.

fa
m

our slock and compare our

WHEN you

Bill Harbin

cs

ct

TITAN OIL COMPANY
"Quick Action and Results

Mrs.

STORE,

- NEW

HIDE AND PELT OUTERS.
WE INVITE YOU to

MICKIE

Ezequel ami

f

We keep posted on all new products and the
latest styles we try to give you all the advantages of city buyers.

and routed Villa's forces
estimated U l.bUO men who were
engaged in war n Juarez.
Stray
bullels killing and wounding several Americans in 151 Paso is said
to be the exaise for the American
soldiers' aelion. This expedition
was without authority from Wash-mg- li
11. and fear is Ixintf
expressed by many us to the evil ( fleet it
will tu use.
JimiY.z

1

Cuervo.

'

Border.

S.-Me- x.

On Sninhy, June 15, American
Holdlers crossed over the border at

appreciate your trade :iml endeavor to deserve your patronage by
courteously supplying your urcdt at prices that are UKiHT.
Ol'R, STOCK, include the following lines, each an eoinplete an is
warranted by the demand:
Grocrriaa and Grocery Sundries
A General Line of Hardware
Gaudies and Tobaccos
Well Supplies and Pipe f illings
Shoes and Shoe Sundries
farm and Garden Tools
Hats
Men's
and Cloves
Unices Sundries
Dry Good and Notions
Wagon Woodonware
Work Shirts und Overalls
1'eed: Hay, Grain, Sail, ete.
Stock Medicine
Stationery
School Hooks and Supplies
Kami and Garden SeJs

Paragraph

On

SWT A KOSA. NIW MEXICO.

V)
F.

5.
vou mav, need for vour
Whatever
..
,
personal wear, for your family or s
for your home, we can fill your re- - jg
quirements satisfactorily to you.
We can please you as to quality,
variety of selection, andmost im- - jg
jj
portant of all price.

hII

No. II.

Sapta Posa JVIefcaptile Go.

T) EKSONAL

N

LOCAL

I'irrululiuti extend

lH')Uii'r'

over the I'. S. front ocean to ocean;
ami is only one dollar per )a.ir in advance.
Clipper ils lliinn You llusmrs-- THY
ONE a.i.l SEE! I.KT IS DO YOl'R
.
We l):i'l.l.- .101! I'lilN'TlN'!
ciiv

Cuervo, Guadalupe County, New Mexico, Friday, June 20, low.

Volume 12.

BUY

Hf

Emmer P. Davis,

Physician and Surgeon,
SANTA ROSA, NEW MEXICO.

Calls answered day

or night.

veneer.

dreadnaught and the homing transport plow the
seas impervious to corrosion because of me.
II waterproofed your agents of destruction, the bullet and the
shell.
IThen I drew the mercy of my concealing camouflage over
your hospitals.
II glisten on the homes, and on the barns, and on the cement

1iThe sullen

surfaces.

IjWhere life is, I am alive.
IWhere death and decay set in my absence hastens them.
I'jfAnd my mission is to preserve.
illSavt of Surface, 1 am PAINT I

MRS. MAUDE RADFORD WARREN.'

One Uniiilrcil nm Kovpiitcentli Field;
SlRiml bnlluliiin oC lie Itiilnbow divl-- j
tilon, now )n Oeriimny, nnd Col. It. Ii.
(Jiirrelt of the Hue Hundred nnd Sev-- 1
enteeiilli linn Issued a decree that slut
"will lie rcspei'led anil uliejcd iieenrd-- I
1

only,"
Jim. Wnrreii holiH llio wnr reeorrt
for the entire Anicrh'iiii expeillt lonnry
forces for I'll piil ninotin. I.omh tbiiii
Rlx weelis before roecivlnu her
it
nbe whs
second
of Hie Threi! Iliinilieil unit

iiilnled

I'irty f.nirlli
wcrvltiK

hifiintry

loynlly
llon in tun I runt

"for

her

nnd linsellish
lines.

1111-

-

devo- -

been In Frnn'
Miijor Wurrfii bn
Rlnee May, 11HS, diirlni; which lima
Hint iotn-willi 11 number
nhe 1ms tn-cof iirmy rj;iiiil.iit ions, In Y. M. ('..A.

finileeii senlee mid hospital work.
She served in the front lines nt Chateau Thierry, St. Millie), In the Ar
Konne forest ninl In Hie Verdun drive,
nnd advanced Into (lernmny willi thai
U'out'K 11 the
division.
Kui'ty-seeciii-

d

THE CUERVO CLIPPER.

Stanley's Water
Lily
v

Jr laj

JOHNSON

By

AND THE PEACE TREATY

(Copyright,

JANE OSBORN

1119.

by the McClur
Syndicate.)

N.wi-pap-

er

"And down that lane you get to the
bungalow of Tom Stanley, the water
Illy man water lilies, pond lilies or
whatever you call them. He colls them
nymphacae, If that is the way you
pronounce the botanical name." This
was part of the Information that Mrs.
Hob Manning gave her house guest.
themselves about International
and
Fay McLeod. on the first of her week
ends nt the Manning country cottage.
constitutional law and purpose to be
"So, you see, we haven't very many
heard, and party politics be hanged.
Also, there Is a general realization
eligible bachelors for you, Fay," she
went on, "though, truly, I Imagine that
that the question Is one bigger than
Mr. Stanley Is nice
politics.
enough aside from
The first clash In the senate over
the pond lilies. He's a professor at
one of the colleges In the winter,
the peace treaty occurred when Senator Johnson of California Introduced
though his property would make him
a resolution calling upon the adminisIndependent If he chose. At least, he's
tration to transmit immediately to conharmless and quite good looking and
you can see how you like him. We've
gress the complete teit of the 80,000-wor- d
Instrument Senator Johnson
osked him up for the little dance totried to get action on the resolution at I
night."
once. IIo asked unanimous consent
Perhaps the fact that Fay was getSena
for lis Immediate consideration.
ting nil her vacation In those week
tor ltoblnson of Arkansas promptly objected and the resolution was laid on ends at the summer place of her old
the table temporarily.
friend, Mrs. Hob Manning, that sumIt Is the view of those senators opposed to the treaty and of some of Its mer, and that what diversion she hud
friends that It was Impossible to enter upon a detailed analysis because from the grind of directing a playalthough It may be supposed that the draft of the league sent over In the press ground In one of the crowded city
dispatches Is fairly accurate, there is no real knowledge of the treaty with neighborhoods had to be derived from
Germany or of its relations to the league.
Saturday noon to Mondny morning, acThe summary which was sent out was not only incomplete, but vagus counted for the fact that she showed
and Inaccurate, It Is said.
less thnn her usual reserve when she
met Mr. Tom Stanley nnd the other
guests nt the Bob Mannings' Saturday
night dnnce.
MARSHAL HAIG ON THE GREAT WAR
"It must be a fascinating study," she
told Tom, as she brought up the subWhen tho history of the great war ject of his hobby that her hostess had
comes to be written Field Marshal Sir told her about. "There are some that
Douglas Ilnlg Is likely to find himself bloom only at night, aren't there?"
a stormcenter. Anyway, nothing that Tom uttered an nfflrninttve, but withhns occurred since the signing of the out digression on the subject of nymarmistice has so tended to excite phacae, for at that particular moAmerican officers as the full and com- ment the delicate curve of Fay Mc- plete report of Marshal Hnlg, copies Leod's Hps and the delicate rounding
of which have Just been received In of her chin seemed of vastly more Inwaterest thnn all the
Washington.
The only mention which Marshal ter lilies In the world. He had an
Ilnlg makes of the Americans through- absurd desire to tell her about It.
"I have always longed to see a
out the report Is his statement that
they occupied Coblcns after the sign- lotus," went on Fay, heroically trying
to continue the conversation. Usually
ing of tho nrmlstlce.
He Ignores the American divisions when all other devices failed one could
which fought under him, and which talk on a man's hobhy with results,
took the lead In the final Hrltlsh drive but this time the rule was falling.
on Cambral.
Moreover, In account- "There must be something Inexpressiing for tho collapse of German mili- bly lovely about them. Yet, I suppose
tary power, he completely Ignores the they never grow In this cllmnte?"
"So you are Interested In them, too,"
effect of American participation In the
war, and the work of Pershing's army. said Tom Stanley, recalling himself.
Wiikrn Ntwywpsjr Union
This report of Field Marshal Ualg, "Most people find them rather stupid.
with Its failure to say any single word of credit for (ho Americans, or make Really, I do wish you could get up on
any acknowledgment of the value of America's aid toward ending the war, Interest In the subject, because H pun
probably will result In demands In congress upon the war department for the did then perhaps you wouldn't find me
so dull as I am afraid you would other
complete record of the achievements of American arms In France.
wise. What a Jolly thing It would be
If I could make myself a really Interesting friend to to a girl like you."
MANN AND THE SUFFRAGE AMENDMENT
"I really do wish some nice girl
could take that Mr. Tom Stanley In
hand nnd marry him," sighed Mrs. Rob
James It. Mann, representative
Manning over Sunday morning breakfrom tho Second Illinois district, whose
fast with her husband and Fay. She
portrait Is here given, Introduced the
had told her husband her plnns befirst resolution in the house on tliu
forehand and had coached him on
opening day of congress (II. J. lies. 1.),
what he should say.
proposing on amendment to the Con"He really Is a fine chnp," he exstitution extending the right of sufplained. But he had been much abfrage to women. Times change. Repsorbed In his shaving when his wife
resentative Mann provoked the resenthad coached him, and he hnd forgotten
ment of woman suffragists years ago
the details of the Instruction. "Say
by remarking, In connection with a
Fay," he said, "why don't you marry
fiuffrag
parade of women, "They
him? He seemed Immensely taken with
ought to bo at home."
yon when he asked me when you were
Mann's position In the house,
coming agnln and all about you. You
without being officially defined, is Inmight as well be spending his money
fluential, lie was defeated for speakas hnvlng him squander It all on those
er In the Hepublicun caucus, lie was
Infernal water weeds of his. He spends
offered the position of majority floor
all his stray time moping through the
leader, but declined.
marshes looking for them, and not
President Wilson's message concontent with whnt he gets thnt wav
tained a paragraph indorsing woman's
he spends thousands of dollars having
Buflfrage. Mann, as the new chairman
roots Imported from Egypt nnd other
of the woman's suffrage committee,
stole a march on the president by
places. Why what he
parliamentary maneuvering and got the resolution well on Its way In advance spends on those weeds would support
half a dozen wives."
of the reading of the message.
The dnys thnt followed were gloomy
Two duys Inter the resolution was adopted by a vote of 804 to 88, the
s
total being 202. Mann got It out on the floor in record ones for Tom Stanley, lie was pessnecessary
time and led the suffrage forces In the two hours' debate. The measure imistic from the first about Fay, He
knew well enough that she was the
evidently was not a matter of strict party politics.
Friends of the measure professed to know that the senate would also girl whom he would want to mnrrv,
but he felt no security at all In his
pass, the resolution.
method of courtship.
Now, If It wsb a new sort of wnter
nymph that he was In search of that
ALL THE WORLD LOVES A LOVER
would have been different. Thnt was a
matter of patient senrch through the
marshes communication with
Francis Burton ITnrrlson, governor and then careful cultivation onhishisagent
own
of
the
has
general
Philippine islands,
But wooing a wife was some
been In the limelight more or less for part.
he felt he knew nothing
some time In connection with the move- thing that
about.
ment for Philippine
Independence.
It was after they hnd known each
And, as all the world loves a lover, his other for
three week ends that Stanley
romantic marriage the other day in
decided he could endure the suspense
him
to
added
claims
Chicago glvfs
no longer. He determined to nsk her
Governor Harrison,
public attention.
that week end to be his wife. Stanley
who Is forty-fivyears old and has met
Fny nt the small station where
who visit that section of the
S
I Mlss Elisabeth. Wrentmore, eighteen those
(
must get off and rnn her over
country
a
me
years oia, siuueni oi
university
of Culifornla, daughter of Profeor In his roadster to the Bob Mannings'
Wreutmore, dean of the Collego of house.
"Are you going to let me stick
Munila, P. I.
The course of true love certainly around this afternoon?" he asked Fay
did not run smoothly In this case. Tho as soon as he had reached their des,
romance began a year ago in Manila. tlnntlon.
Fay assured him thnt she would
Mrs. Mabel Judson Harrison, the governor general's second wife, In San much rather have him come that night
Diego, Cal., obtained her final decree and ordered him plnyfully to let her
of divorce the very day of tho Chicago and Mrs. Bob amuse themselves alone
Mr. Harrison's first wife during the afternoon.
marriage.
"Bob hns some new dnnce records I
WHR Mary Crocker of San Francisco, who died in 1M5.
Mrs. Wrentmore
objected to the match because of tho governor's age. Then the Wrentmore thought we could try," said the plotting
liome in Berkeley, Cal., was quarantined for diphtheria.
Miss Wrentmore hostess, "so be sure to come back for
Went to Cliliiifo, just the same. The health authorities met her at the depot fllnner."
"Oh, If you don't awfully mind I
and luslsiej mi throat vultures. Mr. Harrison went to Chicago from Wash-kiftotoPe a walk I want to go iliis evening
with Tom." Interrupted Fay. "There'll
At last all was arranged and the lovers were married.
a tlnm for flnnctne
ni
As everybody knows, one of the
constorm centers of the Sixty-sixt- h
gress will revolve about the peace
treaty and the league of nations. It
will not be a question of strict party
politics, either. A good many of tho
senators on either side of the political
fence think tbey know considerable

k

1

jfetP

g

two-third-
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cant tell you what It Is. It's a surprise," she said, looking at Tom.
Tom hesitated for a moment, but his
mind was made up. "I'm awfully sorry
I had some business to attend to tonight It has to be done tonight," he
said. "If I could come for dinner and
tear myself away later and then I'm
counting on having you all up for supper at my place Sunday. Aunt Mandy's
promised us something special "
Fay protested end Mrs. Bob retreated. Fay begged to be told what
his business was, she pouted and said
she was Jealous. Tom didn't tell her,
because he felt that she would not
realize thnt business such as that
could claim him. Finally It was agreed,
however.
His business, he told her, meant a
solitary hour or so spent In the woodland swamp, and strangely enough so
did hers. So, after dinner they ventured forth, both donning rubber boots
before they went, and Stanley taking a
lantern. In case the moon should be
hidden by one of the clouds that were
rising In the misty sky.
The fact was that for several weeks
now there had been thieving going on.
There were some water lily roots
which Stanley hnd been cultivating
In fact, he had been the first to establish them In this climate that had
been stolen from a stretch of marsh- bind that was a pnrt of his land. Always the theft took place on Saturday
night. His man had tried to discover
the thief, and then for a wek Tom
had patrolled the marshes, but he felt
that as the theft had taken place on
the three preceding Saturdays he
would have better success if he sought
the thief on that night.
'We must wnlk up through this
thicket first," said Fay when they
started out. "I'll tell you now It Is a
beautiful surprise. You told me you
would like It If I studied up on water
lilies. Well, I have been doing it, and
I've been scouting around and I've
found some most beautiful pink ones
thnt come out only at night. I pulled
some up last week and the other week
ends, nnd I wanted first to find out
what they were before I showed them
to you. But I couldn't. Besides, they
always close when I get home. So I
wanted to take you to them."
"Did you mnnnge to pull them up by
the roots?" asked Stanley, with a catch
In his voice thnt Fay did not detect.
They were, he saw, the roots' thnt it
hnd cost him so much In money and
patience to establish.
"Yes, I got root and all, because I
thought that would help me to Identify
them. It was hard, but I did It."
"Don't let's pull thnt one up," sug
gested Stanley as Fay pointed out the
Inst of his most choice roots that he
had Imported from the ends of the
world. "Let's leave It there so we can
always come buck nnd see It."
'And now let's attend to your busi
ness," snld Fay, rather disappointed
thnt Stanley hnd shown no more enthusiasm, but blissfully Ignorant of the
real situation.
"Oh, my business," echoed Stanley.
"Why, for thnt matter, it Is quite settled. Perhaps the reason I wanted to
bring you out In these woods wns because it would seem a little easier to
nsk the girl I love to mnrry me right
here in this misty moonlight."
And Fay agreed with him.
Dead Sea It Alive,
The Dead sea Isn't really dead,
after all. Ancient writers established
a myth that It wns an abode of death,
thnt nothing could live on Its shores,
nnd even the birds flying over it would
drop dead.
But all this has been disproved by
a
scientist. Dr. E. W. G.
Masterman. He says that It Is true
that nothing can flourish where the
waters are deepest because of the
salt, but near the shores, where the
water Is brncklsh, small fish, crabs,
etc., are found.
A few years ago a crowd of tourists saw fish swimming about In the
sea and tluy signed a declaration to
this effect. And at many spots along
the shore acres of reeds and tree
flourish, and In these places animal
and bird life Is abundant.
n

Damascus Is Oldest City.
centuries have passed
Into history since the founding of
Home. Damascus was an ancient city
when the Roman empire was founded.
The mysterious pyramids and the still
more mysterious and
sphinx have reared their towering and
massive outlines above the shifting
sands of Egypt for more than 3,000
years. Damascus is older than they
are. Compared to Damascus the great
wall of China is a work of modern
construction, nnd this also applies to
the cities of northern and western Eu
rope, while the oldest cities of the
western hemisphere are as saplings
compared to an old oak.
Twenty-seve-

c a package

before the war
c a package
during the war
c a package

NOW
THE FLAVOR LASTS
SO DOES THE PRICE!

MOTORS

Trip

Success.
A spectacular trial trip was recently
made across the Cascades In a motor
sleigh, and a number of photographs,
tuken at various stages of the Journey,
are reproduced In Popular Mechan
The achievement of the motor
ics.
sleigh was almost as amazing as thnt
of the first army tank, conquering, as
It did, all kinds of obstacles. Skimming
the surface of snowfalls, old or new,
the strange little vehicle broke its way
through primeval passes with never a
stumble. The rescue of nn automobile,
hopelessly stalled In the drifts of
pass, was a mere Incident In
its progress. Crossing a deep gully on
a pnir of hemlock poles was but one of
the day's adventures. The Intended
substitution of the motor sleigh for the
dog drawn sledges of Alaska's snowbound post trails means more to the
people of that grent territory thnn may
be generally realized. Jack London and
others have limned the malenmte as a
romantic figure; hut the followers of
the trail know well he is never thnt. It
Is the elimination of much human hardship, as well ns canine Inefficiency, thnt
recommends the gasoline method.

Time's Changes.
"Times shore change," philosophically said Gap Johnson of Rumpus
"Just tuther day, as It were,
Ridge.
nobody thought anything In pertlckler
If a feller took a demijohn to church
under the, back seat of his wagon, and
afVur the sermon hnd grown sorter
tiresome winked a few of his friends
outside to help him lap It up and fool
around and swap horses and mebbey
fight a little in a general way.
"But now, by grit, If he even smells
of patent medicine on a week day he's
got to produce the omenlck and p'lnt
out the place whur It says he's got the
deadly disease that he claims to have
taken the medicine for." Kansas City
Star.

Proud of His "Profession."
"Burglars who served In the army
are going back to their old trade," said
a London police official the other day.
"These men dellberntely elect to live
by stealing because they find It adventurous. It was with the same spirit
At least
that they Joined the army.
one convicted burglar won th Victoria
cross." Confirmation of thlB characteristic Is provided by a captain In a
famous fighting regiment, who declares
that one of the bravest men In his
company, n corporal with a D.C.M. and
other honors, declared himself a professional thief. "His one regret," remarked the officer, "was that the reQuick Action Called For.
cruiting authorities would not let him
When an angler drops a line he describe his occupation on his nttesta-llo- n
hopes to get nn answer right away.
papers as 'burglar.'"
le
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Fearing the Worst.
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best-know- n

uses for which the alloys are Intended,
Peculiar qualities of the constituent
metals nlso exercise influence on the
results.
"Is that lunch counter patron crazy?'
"Not a bit of It. He's wise In his
generation."
"But what was he muttering to him
self?"
" 'Mud-cn- t
by all other names
He has Just order
still
tenderloin
of trout." Blrmlngli!.i
"

Liked Better

f
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DOGS

Over the Cascades in a Gasoline
Sleigh Was a Distinct

Brass Best Alloy.
perhaps the
and most useful alloy. It is formed by
fusing together copper and Bine. Dif
ferent proportions of these metals
brasses possessing very
produce
mnrked distinctive
properties. The
portions of the different Ingredients
are seldom precisely alike; these depend npon the requirements of various
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Than Coffee
"

for its uniformly high grade
of flavor, its always steady
and fair price, and its econ- omy

PosTUM

Cereal

If you want a satisfying beverage that will stop complaints about "poor coffee"
or the "high price" of coffee,
start using Postutn and note
results.

Usually sold

at 15c and 25c

Everywhere at Grocers
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THE CUERVO CLIPPER-Magnanimous.

THIN PEOPLE

SHOULD TAKE
PHOSPHATE
Nothing Like Plain
to Put on Firm, Healthy Flesh and
to Increase Strength, Vigor
and Nerve Force.
the countless preparations
from
Judging
ind treatments which are continually
being advertised for the purpose of making
thin people fleshy, developing arms, neck
and bust, and replacing ugly hollows and
angles by the soft curved lines of health
and beauty there are evidently thousands
of men and women who keenly feel their
excessive thinness.
Thinness and weakness are often due
to starved nerves. Our bodies need more
phosphate than is contained In modern
foods. Physicians claim there is nothing
that will supply this
so well aa
the organic phosphatedeficiency
known among drugwhich is inexgists as
pensive and is sold by most all
under a guarantee of satisfaction druggisn
or
back. By feeding the nerves directlymoney
and
by supplying the body cells with the necessary phosphoric food elements,
should produce a welcome
transformation in the appearance; the Increase in weight frequently
being astonishing.
Increase in weight also carries with it
a general Improvement in the health.
Nervousness, sleeplessness and lack of
energy, which nearly alwavs accompany
excessive thinness, should disappear, dull
eyes become bright, and pale cheeks glow
with the bloom of perfect health.
CAUTION:
Although
Is unsurpassed for
relieving nervousness
sleeplessness and general weakness it
should not, owing to its tendency to increase weight, be used by anyone who
does not desire to put on flesh.
Free on request, pictures and exceptionally
Interesting infor. of world famoua Texas Oii
fields. Room t, Coulson Bldg., Ft. Worth, Tex.

W.

N. U.,

DENVER, NO.

19.

You Need This

The Mayor Have you heard, Mr.
Roche, that our generous townsman.
Mr. Harding, is defraying the cost of
n new promenade all round the town?
We think a wealthy man like yourself
might also do something for us.
Mr. Koche Well, what do you say
to my giving you a park of oak trees?
The Mayor Oh, you noble-hearte- d
philanthropist ! Why do you really
mean to
Mr. Itoehe Yes!
I'll make the
town a present of an oak forest. You
have only to find the land and I will

supply you with as many
you may want for seed!

insure

To

'glistening-whit-

acorns

e
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No Help.
Is over

that the war

I dure say
your boy can write you where he Is located In France."
"Oh, yes," said Mr. Cobbles, "but the
information doesn't do me an' mother
any good. He might just as well say
he's 'somewhere In France. The names
of them French villages don't mean
anything to people who've never been
outside of the state they were bora In.
Birmingham
Age-lleral-

That Explain It
"Yonder dog has such a
look."
"No wonder. His name Is Kniser."
Be in the midst of your job.
try to pose on top of It.

Don't

INDIVIDUAL GRAIN
(and Bean) THRESHER
(Made in four sizes)

Operates with your 6 to 15 h. p. gasoline
engine or small tractor, costing you only
$240 and upwards, at Denver, according to
size and equipment.
57 YEARS' EXPERIENCE BACK OX THESE THRESHERS
Why wait weeki or month for the big Community Thnnhtr? Invest your thresh-In- g
cost in one of these small machines, then you are independent for several years.
Ask today (not next year) for descriptive catalogue, prices, etc.

W.

VY.

1736 Blake Street

GRISWOLD, State Agent
2 Blocks

From Union Depot
I also handle Tractors. Ensilage Cutters, Stave Silos, Irrigation Plants.

DENVER, COLO.
etc

Gasoline Engines,

The Mission of

A

Society has a right to ask
how the increasing responsibilities and opportunities for usefulness which go with such
growth are being used by the
men who direct its affairs and
the men have the right to answer:
To promote the production of live
stock and perishables and increase the food supply;
To reach more people with more
and better meat;

To make a fair competitive profit,
in order to reimburse the
25,000 shareholders for the use
of their capital, and to provide
for the future development of
the business;
To reduce to a minimum the costs
of preparing and distributing
meat and to divide the benefits
of efficiency with producer and
consumer;
To live and let live, winning
greater business only through
greater usefulness, with injury
to nothing but incompetency,
inefficiency and waste; to deal
justly, fairly, and frankly with
all mankind.

These are the purposes and
motives of the men who direct
the policies and practices of
Swift & Company.

Swift

& Company,

f
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BORER MOST

DANGEROUS

PLANT PEST IN EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS

tm
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As a people we have always been regarded as
extravagant, and the accusation is nut unjust. We
have been wasteful in many difTerent ways, and in
looking for compensation for all the cruel sacrifices we
have been forced to make during the Hit one's atten-

tion is called to the material benefits we can derive
from the bitter experience if we are willing to learn
the lesson. If we become a nation of savers instead
of a nation of spenders some of the sacrifices will not
have been in vain. When the actual fishtiner was over
XESSf'Al or interest in our country's welfare rather "alumned ."
It was, perhaps, the natural reaction from a long
period of strain and
excitement, but it was none the less to be regretted.
Our country needs
our assistance just as truly today as it did a year
ago, and it is the plain
duty of every citizen, man, woman or child, to ask himself the question :
"How can I help?"
One of the most obvious ways is to give our financial
support. This,
however, differs from most of our war service in that it involves no sacrifice. It is absolutely the safest and most
paying investment one can
make, and one is no longer forced to argue that he should do this thing
for his country's sake, or for his soul's sake, but it can now be
put on
the lower plane of a thing done for one's own interest which
incidentally
helps the nation's credit.
No amount of money is too small to be put away
profitably in Thrift
stamps, and there are always conveniently at hand places where the investment can be made, including the postman at our doors and tha schools
where we send our children.
When we open our purses we should address to ourselves the question : "Am I spending this money wisely, or could I make better use of
it?" The trouble is that if we do not take this matter under more serious
consideration than we have in the past our country's credit may be at
stake.
With an apology for the bad taste of a personal allusion, my children
spend a portion of their money allowance each week for Thrift stamps,
and the competition involved in seeing who can possess the largest number has run the aggregate to a surprising extent. Thrift stamps and War
Savings stamps have the value not only of creating a fund for a definite
purpose, such as the education of a child, but teach the aluo of money
and the lasting returns which can be gotten for it, at the same time inculcating all the traditional virtues which flow from saving a part of all the
money coming into one's possession.
One of the permanent benefits that we can extract from this cruel
and wasteful war, beyond the determination that it must never happen
again, is the consciousness of a personal responsibility to our government,
without which it cannot hope to hold the respect of the rest of the world.
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Swift & Company
Swift & Company has become
one of the large businesses of the
world through continuing to
meet the growing needs of a
nation and a world.

CORN

BY THE WIFE OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR

as

linens, use Red Cross Bag Blue In your
laundry. It never disappoints. At all
good grocers, 5c.
"Now

EUROPEAN

Nation of Spenders, We Must Become
Instead a Money-Savin- g
People

,

Army Intelligence Test Proposed
Entrance Examination

as College

By PROF. WALTER T. MARVIN, Rutgtrs Colligs
The question, who is the college man? has always meant who is the
We have
college man relatively to the remainder of the population?
known
he has
that
is
the
man
an
that
always
college
extraordinary person,
been selected from a vastly larger group; for he has formed but one or
two per cent of the male population of America of his ago.
The data resulting from the application of the army intelligence test
t? the undergraduates of Eutgers college warrants the conclusion that the
lecord of the college man in the years following graduation is not due
primarily to the education, he has received in tho high school and the college, but is the result of a remarkable and extraordinary inborn intelligence.
Ve have been told by college
presidents and others, "Here we behold
the product of education"; whereas what wo behold is chiefly tho product
of extraordinary capacity, given as a gift of Mother Nature, or heredity.
Imperfect as is the army intelligence test, because of its emphasis
on mere speed, it is still capable of finding whether or not a man has tliu
capacity required by the college. This fact has suggested the substitution
of an intelligence test for the traditional college entrance examination.
Such a substitution is not only permissible but desirable, becauso
it can be better trusted to tell us whether or not it is advisable for him,
in his own interest, to spend four years in such au environment as tho
college instead of going at once out into the .world to learn the trade
or vocation that is to be his life's career.

Carranza's Government Soon to Fall; Mandatory in Mexico Advisable
By RICHARD

H. COLE, Former Carranzs Representative

Carranza's government can't last six months longer. The German
merchants in Mexico helped him along until Germany was beaten. Then
supplies were cut off. Now Carranza has lost large numbers of his army.
He has no money. Sixty per cent of Mexico is in rebellion. Fourteen
different rebel commanders, all independent, are in tho field.
There will be a mandatory in Mexico. I do not think any Mexican
faction or group of factions can organize a stable government in Mexico.
Mexico is too far gone in anarchy to be reorganized by Mexicans. Only
a Btrong outside power can restore order and law in Mexico.
I would not advise military intervention. Any strong power could
conquer Mexico in sixty days. But it would be a shame and a crime to
do so. What the Mexicans want is food, not force. About sixteen million of Mexico's seventeen million people will welcome Americans who
come with food and the help they are entitled to.
A few trainloads of food beans, sugar and coffee enough soldiers
to police the country, about ten thousand men in all, and we can do a
more profitable business in Mexico in a year than we can do in Russia in
a lifetime.

Borer

Do Most Damage by Their Work In Stalks and Ears.
(Prepared by the Tlnltnd States DepartAlthough the female moths of the
ment of Agriculture.)
corn borer are capable of
European
The European corn borer threatens
and may extend gradually the
the future of America's greatest crop. Hlght,
of the pest by natural
This pest piles his trade with the in- present limit
spread, the chief danger of tho couna
to
henvor
of
extent
tho
that
dustry
cum crop lies In the possibility
he Is the most dangortrus plant post try's
such
that
plant nmterlal Infested
that has yet Immigrated from foreign
the Insects may bo transported
Ileitis to the corn lands of Uncle Sam. by
throughout the country and start other
The lnrvae, or borers, hungry as
sources of Infestation.
In order to
rata, tunnel through all parts combat this
danger It will be necessary
of tho corn plant excepting tho roots,
to euforce nil federal and state
and destroy or severely Injure the ears strictly
quarantines,
prohibiting the transporand stalks. That their diet may have
tation out of tho Infested area of all
variety they also attack celery, Swiss
or plant products likely to be
chard, beans, beets, spinach, oats, po- plants
Infested by tho borers.
us
tatoes, tomatoes, turnips,
well as
A most effective method of destroydahlias, chrysanthemums,
gladiolus,
the European corn borer Is to burn
ing
geraniums, timothy, other grasses and all of the
previous year's corn stalks,
weeds. Two generations occur each
corn stubble, crop remnants and stalks
year, so that multiplication and spread of
garden plants, weeds and larger
are rapid, especially as few are degrasses that tuny contain the overstroyed by natural enemies.
wintering borers. This must be done
Specialists of the United States de- during Hie lute fall, winter und
early
of
In
Fanners'
partment
agriculture,
while tho borers nre hiding In
Bulletin 1010, describe the danger to spring,
such iniiterlnl. Infested plants may
American corn by tho presence of tho also be
disposed of when practicable
European corn borer In eastern Massaf
them to live stock or by
chusetts. They surmise that the pest by ceiling
them In a manure or compost
was Introduced In raw hemp Imported burying
heap. It should be clearly understood
from Europe for use. In Massachusetts
that each and every plant likely to be
cordage factories, or possibly In bales Infested must be
destroyed. This Inof broom corn Imported by factories
cludes the stubble und upper part of
In central New York. There are :i.r
the roots). Occasionally plants or parts
towns In Massachusetts, Including un
of plant
which ntny seem hardly
urea of about 320 square miles, Infestworth Ike trouble to clean up are likeed with the Insect, which has been conly to harbor enough borers to give rise,
fined to the limits of Its original Infecthe end of the senson, to us ninny
tion except for un oulbrcuk discovered by
Insects ns were present before the
In January In the vicinity of Scheneccleanup operations began.
tady, N. Y., covering un urea of apBurning Most Effective.
proximately 400 square miles.
Complete burning Is undoubtedly the
How the Borer Works.
most effective and cheapest method
The larvae, or borers, tunnel through
known for yie destruction of Infested
ull purts of tho corn plant except the
'
fibrous roots. They cause the most material, especially during the late
winter und spring, when tho vegefall,
serious damage by their work In the
tation Is dead unci dry. It may bo necstalks and ears, which they partially
essary to sprinkle the plants with oil
or totully destroy. Generally they enor
to use ot her fuel to secure complete
ter the stalk at Its upper end and near
combustion. Where It Is possible and
the base of the tassel, and at first tunsafe to use n running lire in destroying
nel upwurd. This damage so weakens
infested plants, this Is the quickest
the tassel stalk that It breaks over bemeans.
fore the tassel matures, resulting In
In some cases, particularly In that
loss of pollen and the luck" of normal
of corn, tho Infestutlon may bo congrain formation on the ears. These trolled
by feeding the grain to live
broken tassels, with extrusions of sawdustock either directly from the Held or
st-like
material at the breaks, are ns
ensilage. From tho economic standthe most conspicuous signs of Infestathis Is the best possible means of
point
tion In the field. Field counts In badly
destruction. In somo Infested districts
Infested ureas have shown as many as
It Is common for the owners of dairy
CO
per cent of the tassels broken over cows to collect fodder from the sweet
In this manner.
After destroying the corn
plantings of the market gardens
tassel the borers tunnel downward
as well as from homo gardens after
through the stalk, gradually Increasing the crop
been harvested.
Where
the size of their tunnels us they de- fodder Is has
fed
green It should bo run
of
Instead
the
stalk
velop.
entering
a shredder or cutting machine
Hear the tassel many of the borers en- through
before It Is given tor the llvu stock, as
ter between the leaf sheath and stalk
at a point lower down, and tunnel up- this process greatly reduces the
chanceH Hint any of the borers conward or downward according to their
tained therein will survive.
Individual preferences.
When several
The practice of plowing under Inur ninny borers are working within the
fested material Is not recommended,
name stalk It soon Is reduced to a mere
because, plowing, even when carefully
shell. This Injury cuts off tho supply
will not cover the material deepof nutriment from the developing ear dune,
to prevent the borers from
and greatly weakens tho stalk, which ly enough
making tlicir way to the surface, and
eventually breaks over. Koine of the a few stalks limy remain
exposed.
partly grown borers leave the stalk
Experiments In applying nrsenlcal
unit enter the ears through the husks,
and ulso through the stem and cub. poisons to tho surface of corn plants
Here they feed upon the Immature have shown that large numbers of the
borers may be poisoned In this manner
grain and tunnel through all parts of
during Iho early stages. At this period
the cob.
they feed to a slight extent on the
Eggs Laid In Summer.
In July and August many of the surraconf the plants, especially on the
leaf plants. It was found Impossible,
moths deposit their eggs directly upon
however, to protect the plants entirely
the newly developed ears of late corn. In tills
mnnner, as the number of borThe resulting crop of borers feed at
ers not killed by tho poison wns suffirst upon the silk and then enter the
ficient to (liimuge tho stalks nnd ears
ears directly, where they feed voraThe cost of applying these
severely.
ciously upon the grain mid cob. As poisons Is
prohibitive, because several
many as 15
borers, each
are necessary, nnd the
ubout mi Inch long, have been found application
method Is not recommended.
feeding upon und within a single ear
of corn. This extensive Injury to the
ear results Id its complete destruction. PROFITABLE PERIOD OF HEN
Some Idea of this damage may bo
gained from the fact thut 75 plants, Unless Fowl Is Especially Good Breed,
er She Should Be Disposed of
comprising 17 hills, were delected at
random from u badly infested MassaWhen Three Years Old.
chusetts corn field, and all the borers
The hen's greatest
found therein were carefully removed
and counted. Forty-siborers, on an period is the first and second years,
average, were found In each plant, and unless a hen Is on especially good
while one of the plants contained 117 breeder she should be disposed of at
borers.
One hill consisting of four the end (rf her second laying season
plants contained 811 borers. At the and before starting to molt.
average rate of 4(1 borers a plunt, an
acre of corn could contain over a mil- TOMATO AND POTATO CROPS
lion of these pests. The borers enter
and damage other crops mentioned Former Has Certain
Qualities Thai
prevtoiMly In the same way as deMake It One of Most Desirable
scribed for corn, but usually to a less
Garden Plants.
serious degree. In addition to the
loss caused by the work of the
The tomato Is closely related to the
borers, there Is also the possibility thut potato, and while the actual food
gome of these products, when shipped value of the tomato Is not so
grcnt as
to market may contain the Insect and inut of the
potato. It has certain
thus serve as curriers of the pest to qualities that make It one of tha
Dew localities.
most desirable ef our gardeo crops.
half-starve- d
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THE CUERVO CLIPPER.
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BIG GUNS
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CHOLMELEY-JONE-

HENRY M. ROBINSON

BOMB PLOTS

S

SAYS STRIKE

Pithy News Items

HAMMER REDS

DISCOVERED

UNJUSTIFIED

ANARCHIST
BRITISH BOMBARD
BASE AT KRON8TADT
HEAVY GUNS.

JULY 4 SET AS DATE TO BLOW
UP MANY PROMINENT

BURLESON THINKS TELEGRAPHIC
TRAFFIC WILL NOT BE

PEOPLE,

EFFECTED,

CALL

WILL

fcOLCHAK

OF

1

STARTED

SECRET SERVICE ACTS

ELECTION
HEAD

t

iN

WILL CRUSH BOLSHEVIK
MOVEMENT.

Nnipipfr t'nlon Newe Service.
A British
Stockholm, June 14.
tquudron In bombarding the Bolshevik
lane at Kronstadt with heavy guns,
sccordlng to a report published In the

AVMtrrn
'

ft

AT ATLANTA

WALKOUT CALLED "BEFORE
VESTIGATION COULD GET
FACTS.

Wenlcrn NewFfjmper 1'nlon News Service.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Washington, June II!. Following an
appeal to Congress by Attorney General Palmer for an appropriation of

the strike of wire employes

$500,000 to

run

down

the authors

Jhe

12.

IN- -

Declaring

has

which

been called was "wholly without justification," Postmaster Oenerul Burleson said In a statement "that no
amount of pressure will avail to make
the wire control board extend or go
beyond" rules and regulations affect
ing employes laid down during the
war by the National War Labor Board.
Mr. Burleson said his information
was thut telegraphic traffic had not
and would not be deluyed. Government business, which makes up the
bulk of that handled by the telegraph
companies here, was reported moving
ns usual, and at the State Department
It was said there had been no Interruption of cable communication with
Europe.
'The present strike is wholly with
out Justification," said the postmaster
"It started at Atlanta, Ga.,
general.
because It was claimed that employed
of the Southern Telephone Company
had been dismissed solely because of
f filiation with the labor organization
The complaint wns promptly referred
to postofflce inspectors for Investiga

of

New Mexico
Weetern Newspaper Union New Service.

EXISTENCE HAS BEEN KNOWN
TO DEPARTMENT ABOUT
TWO MONTHS.

Washington,

Gathered From All Over

Contracts have been let for a new
administration building and a cadet
hospital to be erected at the New Mexico Military Institute at Roswell. The
total cost will be $05,000. The build-

ings are to be completed by the time
school opens next fall.
Tourists traveling either way from
high
Clayton on the Colorado-to-Gul- f
way will know that Clayton is on the
map when they read the big signs
which have been placed both ways on
this road. The signs have been placed
by the Clayton Rotary Club and were
paid for by the business men of the
city.
The State Highway Commission has
approved and sent to the federal government for its approval, the plan of
the coui'ty commissioners of Taos
county to have a federal aid road pro
ject from Santa Fe to Taos, or to be
more exact, to build eight miles of
good road from Rinconada to

the recent attempts to assassinate
Robinton
hit been
public officials, it became known that
Henry M.
It the 100 secret agents of the Navy Intelli- appointed a member of the United
Col. R. Q. Cholmeley-Jone- t
new head of the war risk bureau, sue- - gence lldreiiu are Investigating a Statei thlpplng board by Pretident
ceedlng Col. Henry D. Llndsley.
gigantic plot to explode bombs in Chi- Wilton. He It In charge In Paris of
cago and more than a score of other our Americtn marine sffairt and sub
stitute for Edward N. Hurley on the
largo cities July 4.
He wat
BORAH PRESENTS TEXT
About fifty government detectives international labor board.
Thnt the mining boom is still on in
are working In Chicago, suspected of born In Ravenna, 0., SO yean ago, and
Mexico is demonstrated by the re
New
It a graduate of Cornell.
being headquarters of the plotters.
of a rich strike on Bounds ranch,
port
RECORDS
ORDERED PRINTED IN
Others are pursuing leads in Detroit,
near Lordsburg. The ore is free millAFTER LIVELY DTD ATE
Indianapolis, Kust Chicago, Hammond DECLAREINDEPENDENGE
ing, soft and very easily mined and
dis
and other Middle West industrial cen
seems to extend considerable
ters. Suspects are under surveillance
tance, Assays from specimens taken
WILL INVESTIGATE HOW PEACE In
and near Ufa.
Milwaukee,
show up to 25 .ounces per ton of ore
Minneapolis, St. Louis,
EACH TOWN TO SET UP ITS OWN
TERMS CAME INTO HANDS OF
The statement from the Siberian
valued at $500.
Louisville, Cleveland, Akron, Toledo
WALL STREET.
GOVERNMENT, IS ORDER.
general stuff remit) :
and Mollne.
Gallup will soon have one of the
"A buttle Is being waged north of
The plot called for July 4 bomb dem
finest amusement parks In the South
Red
of
Detachments
the
Sarapul.
onstrations in nil of these cities except ORDERS TO RESIST TO DEATH
west. The park will contain a large
Weitern Nwiiaiar Union Newe Bervlre.
army tried to cross the River lllelnyu,
In Pittsburg, Philaa Ferris wheel, skating rink
and
Milwaukee,
pavilion,
a
of
10.
Out
COLLECT
TO
EFFORTS
ALL
June
near Ufa, but were repulsed."
Washington,
New
In fact all the features of a large
and
Baltimore,
Washington,
delphia,
.
TAXES.
Paris. Admiral Kolchak, the heud whirlwind of developments the Senate York, Trenton, Newark, Jersey City,
city park. The park contains over
at got a copy of the peace treaty and, aft
f the
government
Trovl
Full
River,
five acres of ground and will be surTaunton,
Bridgeport,
r
It
printed dence, Iloston, Pittsburg, Memphis, Western
Omsk, In tils reply to the first letter er a
fight, ordered
board fence.
rounded by an eight-foo- t
Newpaper Union Newsservice.
from the allied and associated powers,
in ilia public record.
the buildings alone
tion.
estimated
that
is
It
Atlanta, Savannah, Charleston, Blrm
Or11.
June
San
Francisco, Cnl.,
which resulfed In a second letter prom
"While the investigation was In will cost over $50,000 when all are
At the same time It got underway Ingham and New Orleans.
ders to "resist to the death" all efhlng hi in allied support, declared that tho Investigation of how copies have
and before the Investigators completed.
were
progress
Navy Intelligence operatives
forts of the Japanese to collect taxes
lie did not propose to retain power
had time to ascertain the facts, a
In New York by nsslgned to the investigation at the re and to Ignore
reached
bunds
and
courts
Reports have reached Silver City of
private
Japanese
longer than required by the Interest of
strike against the West- a rich gold strike In the foothills of
summoning to testify a half dozen of quest of the Department of Justice, police orders have been promulgated sympathetic
the country.
in
southeastwas
called
the
Union
ern
whose own detectives have become too broughout Korea by the Korean pro
the Little Burro mountains, seventeen
He reaffirmed his Intention to call the country's leading financiers.
ern states. An Insignificant percent miles north of Spear, Grant county.
the Reds.
visional government, according to In
The copy which went into the rec well known to
elections for the constituent assembly
of the operatives respected thlt
Existence of the plot became known formation received here by the Korean age
Assayt of the ore running all the way.
ai soon as the Bolshevikl )iive been ord wus brought to tills country by a
order to strike. Messages were not from $1,600 to $3,000 a ton are claimed.
of
Association.
to
National
Justice
was
operatives
iiihii
Department
and
presented by
crushed. The text of tho admiral's newspaper
delayed and business was handled as The original strike was made on u
two months ago, when an operTaxes are a duty which the people usual.
reply was made pin ic yesterday. The Senator ltoruli, Republican, of Idaho, about
who
a
group of Flourspar claims and there
terrorist
had Joined
owe to the government," the orders
allied letter was handed to Admiral Just after the rending of a cablegram ative
In the meantime It was ascertained
been a rush of people to the scene
Kolchak at Tltiiiiin by M. lie. Martel, from President Wilson, saying he could group and gained the confidence of said. "With military force the Jap- that only seven employes of the South has
the new strike. The new strike Is
of
of
inner
circles
at
members
treat
the
to
the
send
overrun
our
anese
have
without
country,
the French charge d'affaires at Omsk,
breaking faith,
no(,
em Bell Telephone Company had been in the Gold Hill mining district which
heudquarters of the organization ing us worse than slaves. They have dismissed
The udinlral'M reply was received In Senate the text of the treaty.
during the month of May as was famous as a mining camp many
In
succeeded
purloining papers
forfeited all rights of- government
Paris June 5.
The effect of the day's history-mawith an average of five for
compared
a
nun
of
bomb
years ago.
explosions Therefore, the people should pny no two months
prog
l'arls. The "big four" is unofficial
ing developments was to clear the air
preceding, and the Inves
for a large number of cities where taxes.
The Chino Copper Company plant at
of
ly trying to explain that Admirul Kol
on the
pub
subject
tigation of these cases so far com
celebrations on a large
Fourth of
Is one of the sources of indu"Let each village andj town form Its
govern
dink, heud of the
shows thnt no discrimination Hurley
licity for the treuty text, to widen the scale were July
pleted
to be held.
strial pride of the state of New Mexiown provisional govermuent. Do not whatever has been practiced
ini'ut of Omsk, Is not recognlned, bat breach betweeu the President and the
against co. The annual report is
In many of the cities where the cele- be slaves."
being favor
Senate majority, and to forecast a senmerely aided under the agreement an
employes of that company because of
were to be municipal
the union affiliations.
A proclamation accompnnylng
ably commented on by the large eastuouncod, but since neither France,
sational turn for the Inquiry Into the brations planned
Great Britain nor the United States manner by which copies of the docu- In character, the point at which the order was as follows :
"Our information is that the tele ern papers. At the close of the year
to
'Koren proclaims to the nations of graphic traffic has not been delnyed the company showed a net Income of
can send troops lo Itussin, H Is pointed
ment have become available to unau- largest crowds might be expected
assemble were indicated.
the world that the people of this land, and the Information received Indicates $7,827,000 or the equivalent to $8 per
out that "aid" merely means the con
thorized persons.
Evidence of the widespread nature with a
history of 4,000 years, have
tlnuous Rending of food and the turn
It will not be delayed. During share of stock. During the last year
un
an
with
SI art lug Its Investigation
of the plot Includes a large number of now In this age of the world progress that
enlug over of vast allied stores which expected vigor, the foreign relations
the period of government control the the company spent $1,500,000 on
hive been rotting In Siberian ports for committee, within a half hour after It pieces of mall, telegrams and messages asserted the Independence and the lib rules and regulations of the War La- larging the plant and stripping new
months and years and which are en' convened, voted to call before It J. P. delivered personally found In places erty of their nation.
bor Board have been strictly observed ore. The capacity of the mill is now
where raids hod been made on radlcul
the Japanese troops have and will continue to be observed dur 12,500 tons daily and the ore supply
"Although
V.
Thomas
nnd
tlrely unfit for usage.
I'.
Davison
II.
Morgan,
centers.
overrun our country, ns the Germans
l
This
recognition of Lament, all of the Morgan banklag
the continuance of government is good for at least twenty years. With
The subject matter of these mes did Belgium, yet we will not recognize ing
the ore recovery
Kolcliuk was engineered when Clemencontrol, but no amount of pressure present equipment
house ; Jacob Schlff of Kuhn, Loeb ft
sages 1ms been communicated to chiefs their control and as a people, in this will avail to make the wire control will amount to about one hundred milceuu saw Jnpnn was preparing t
Co., and Paul Wurburg, formerly con- of police in the cities concerned and
public manner, repudiate their govern board extend or go beyond these regu lion tons per year.
Jump back of Kolchak. The French nected with the same concern, and the IochI
police officials are cooperat- ment and send out the notifications. lations.
Curry county will have an enormous
premier saw a good chance to arrange Frank A. Vnnderllp, former president ing with the
government In the luves
people of
"We, the
a dttiil to obtain Kolchak'g promise to of the National
"When the period of government wheat crop this year according to all
City bank. It then ex- ligation.
to amined Frank I.. Polk,
Korea, have declared our independ control ends the wire systems can be reports. This is an assured fact now
indebtedness
recognize Russian
nctlng secretory
The $500,000 asked of Congress by ence, nnd, having chosen our repre
nnd will be returned to their various as there is nothing to destroy the crop
France If ho gains the mastery.
of state, about the official copies In the the
attorney general to fight flie bomb sentatives for a provisional govern owners Intact with their
Originally the Itrltlsh and French State Department vaults.
operating or- except hail storms and these rarely
plotters is in addition to $1,500,000 for ment. through them make this an ganizations intact without the values ever visit the entire country at once.
prlvutely agreed to recognize the Kol
When the Senate met It listened In the department's bureau of
nounceiuent."
clink government when the admiral sllenco to President Wilsons cableof these properties huving been in the It will require much extra labor to
care for the big wheat crop this year
should reach Moscow, anil since his reslightest impaired."
as
taken
was
which
forecasting
"The
recent
violence
comparatively
nnd the one great question which is
trent there bad been no further Idea gram,
a refusal to comply with the request
and the attempted violence on the part
on the part of England and America
troubling the farmers at the present
Hostilitiet
Increase.
In
reso
a
for the treaty text embodied
of individuals associated with anar
time is whether or not they will be
of recognizing lilm.
lution udopled Friday. The reading of cbistlc organizations," said Mr. Palmer
Colilenz, Tuesday. Hostility between able to secure the
this message, concluded, Senator ltorah In ills letter to Congress, "discloses
the American soldiers and the German save their wheat. necessary help to
Old Battleship Retired.
Heretofore many
civilians In the occupied region, which
Immediately presented his copy of the existing conditions which renders the
laborers have gone to Kansas and
Itreiuerlon, Wash. America's his- treaty, which wns ordered printed by supplemental estimate necessary In or
hns been increasing recently, has reOklahoma to work In the wheat fields,
toric old battleship, the Oregon, went a vote of 47 to U.
der thnt there may he ample means
sulted in additional clashes during the
being lured there by the report of high
out of commission at the I'uget Sound
In
an
one
the
for
instance
few
a
lust
and
motion
was
there
days.
protecting
public
enforcing
however,
Later,
wages, but It is now nn assured fact
navy yard nt llrenierton, Wash. The to reconsider nnd a
in other enlaws
was
the
American
and
United
of
the
States."
killed,
parliamentary
that there will be plenty of work for
Oregon's captain, W. T. Tarrant, If to
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Mr.
also
counters
various
Palmer
the
which
endangered
parts
requested authority
man In the eastern part of the
every
leave for Alaska aboard the cruiser tangle developed
to
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Effective Auto Crossing.
director of ttie bureau of
of the treaty. To circumappoint
pied zone several Americans were state this year.
MnrMehend to help fight Influenza. publication a
An Inexpensive auto crossing and wounded.
vent such possibility the Idaho sen- Investigation at a saUiry of $7,500,
Criminals sent to the New Mexico
ator In the late afternoon began read- This Is the post to which William J slock guard Is used very extensive In
state
penitentiary from now on are
lias
been
and
100,000-worMexican Train Wrecked.
document
to
Flynn
Students
several
Start Boycott.
appointed.
states
avoid opening gates.
ing the
to be recorded not only on the register
This Is cheaply and quickly construct
I . redo, Tex.
lletween 150 ami 200 continued for mi hour despite many
Washington. Reports received from and in the
photograph gallery but by
ed and found to be very effective, Japanese sources here regarding the
Carrnniu soldiers were killed near protests from the President's supShlpi in Collision.
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n
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a
There
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when
bole
deep,
In
square
troop
porters.
Mexico,
China, says
Aguas Callentes,
boycott
New York.
One ship was sunk and
in the found in the center of the the Chinese government, Itself, is do- the other physical records Is regarded
Then t lie effort to prevent publicatrain carrying reinforcements to the
three others were damaged In colli dug
of great Importance, for thumb
hole
This
reconbeneath
axel
the
is
fnrrauza garrison at Juarez from tion collapsed, the motion to
ing everything possible to discourage records of persons are consideredprint
sions In a fog off New York harbor, ac guard.
the
of the car shown In the illustration
was sider was voted down, and the fight
to
Mexico City, via Chihuahua,
course
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the
movement,
contrary
most easily made and the most accur- cording to messages received here. The The method of construction is fully ex
In other years, and that the agitation,
many bitter steamer Yankee, a United States
wrecked, according to tho Monterey which had developed
ute conceivable.
ship
newspaper Kl Porvenlr. It Is not charges of broken faith and In some ping board vessel, went down after plained by glancing at the picture, and which Is confined largely to students,
If
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these
constructed
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all
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by
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bandits
written
known whether
chapter
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retpontl respects
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nt convenient
boom this spring equal to any
bla for the wreck. Scores of soldiers Senate history, was over.
building
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other city In the state. Improvement
were severely injured. The troops
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Take
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In the residence section of the town
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trans
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many more will be started in
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many perishing In the flames.
sanguinary fighting, ac- the near future.
in puliflc cars in rur- three days
New York were particularly interested off Sandy Hook while outward bound and from school
Nearly all the new
a
Russian
to
wireless
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dispatch
al districts.
homes now going up range In cost
In creation of tho League of Nations
Heart Sentence; Then Jumps.
from New York to Ilrest. Her wireless
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re not replying to the British fire.
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Must Admit There It Much Truth
in the Sag Reflections of
Mr. Gotlington.

On

MARKET

TO

1waxir.tfm

fVfc 1
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It

Is my opinion," said Mr. Gosling- "that beggars talk too much. For
Western Newspaper Union News Service Instance, this morning I met a man
who asked me for a nlcJiel with which
DENVER MAIIKF.TS.
to buy a cup of coffee. As I was
Cattle.
reaching for the nickel lie kept right
Fat steers, choice to prime. J 13.50 14. 50 on talking, telling me among other
Kat steers, good to choice. 12.504)' 13.00
11.75 things that he hadn't had anything to
Fat steers, fair to good
10.00
11.50
12.00 eat for three days, which I knew of
Heifers, prime
Tows, fat, good to choice.. 10. 50 11.75 course was
false, and which detracted
9.00
9.75
Cows, fair to good
8.75
Cows, medium to fair .... 8.00
ery much from my pleasure In giving.
2.50
5.60
Cows, canners
I nm an easy mark. Perhaps as I
Bulls
7.00
9.50
Veal calves
15.00i17.00 grow older I shall grow harder, hut as
Feeders, Rood to choice.... 12.00 13.00 I feel about It now I would rather elve
11.00W11.75
Feeders, fair to good
Htockers, good to choice... 10.75 11.50 to a dozen frauds thnn take a chance
8.00
9.85 of missing one man who was hungry.
Ktocktrs, fair to good
Btlll I don't like the fraud to be too
Hobs.
obvious; and I am sure there must
Good hogs
20.80 be
$20.00
many prospective givers who, when
(on,

the beggar keeps on with that surplus talk, rescind their original deterLambs, fat, springers, good
to choice
17.50 mination to
$17.00
give and keep their money
Lambs, fat, springers, fair
to good
J17.0017.60 In their pocket. Surely you would
13.7514.25 think the beggar would learn wisdom
Yearlings
Ewes, good to choice
12.5013.00 and talk less, wouldn't you?
(wool)
But the beggar Is not the only
man. How often do we hear It said
Dressed Foultry.
The following
on dressed poul- of some banquet speaker that he Is
try are net F. O. prices
B. Denver:
a good talker but he talks too much!
36 037
Turkeys, No. 1
36
35
Turkeys, old toms
This may seem a harsh way of put35
Turkeys, choice
ting It, but that's what people say.
Hens, lb
... 22 32
2'4
Ducks, young .'
This speaker starts engagingly and
20
Oeese
,,18
talks for a time to the pleasure of ev16
Itoosters
!'!..15
erybody, wandering on then IntermiUve Poultry.
nably to the complete obliteration of
35
34
Turkeys, 9 lbs. or over
the first favorable Impression.
Here
Hens
30
, ,29
the only result li the tiring of the
22
Bucks
20
,
17
Geese
.16
speaker's hearers; but talking too
45
Broilers, 1919
much might have a far more serious
Cox
13
result In the case of, say, a uian apKnits.
plying for a Job.
Eg:es, strictly fresh, case
"Many a man has talked himself
count
$10.0010.f
out of a prospective Job. He goes to
the employer with what he wnnU to
llutter.
61
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb
say clearly laid out In his mind, he
7
4
2d
Creameries,
grade
says this clearly and simply, and the
T
Process butter.......
IS
employer has practically made up his
Packing stock
mind to take him ; but then the applVegetables.
icant
on talking, to his own un$ .12
Asparagus, Colo
i9.0015 doing.keeps
At he talks he reveals himself
8.00
Beans, Navy, cwT
4.60 In a light less favorable; he discloses
3.50
Beans, Pinto, cwt
.25
Beans, Lima, lb
that may not
.11 perhaps somje peculiarity
11
Beans, green, lb
.14 really be a detriment but that strikes
12
Beans, wax, lb
4.00 the employer not
3.60
Beets, new, cwt
agreeably; and so
1.00
76
Cucumbers, h. h., dos
.40 this Job that at first the applicant had
26
Leaf lettuce, h. h., doz
.65 felt perfectly sure of slips away from
40
Lettuce, head, doz
.2(1
15
Unions, table, doz
him entirely and without his realizing
6.60
6.00
cwt.
Onions, new,
.10 Just how It all came about.
08
Peas, new, lb
.16
Peas, new, Telephone, lb... .12
'The beggar Is far from being alone
.06
Potatoes, new. per lb
In overtalklng.
There are many men
2.00
1.50
Potatoes, old, cwt
.35 In many walks who lack the fine
Kadlslies. long hothouse... .30
gift
.60
.40
Radishes, round, hothouse..
5.00 of knowing when to stop."
Turnips, new, cwt
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"

jXtttife.
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Sheep.

"

HAY AND GRAIN.

(Prices paid farmers, f. o. b. Denver.
Bv U. S. Bureau of Markets.)
Wheat, hard winter, cwt. ,3.803.83H
z.so
Oats, white Neb. No. 3, cwt.
3.30
Yellow corn, No. 8, cwt...
3.26
Mixed corn, No. 3, cwt....
2.60
Feed barley, cwt
South Park hav No. 2. ton. 35. 00 36.00
Alfalfa No. 1, ton, mostly. .32.0033.00
o.uu
straw, ton
FLOLIl AND SUGAR.
(Wholesale Prices by U. S. Bureau of
Markets.)
Wheat flour (In quarters,
halves and 100-lsacks).
5.G05.66
per cwt
Cornmeal. yellow and white,
4.204.30
per cwt
10. ot
Sugar, granulated, per cwt..
HIDES AND PELTS.

Denver Price List.
Dry Flint Hides.
38c
and up
Butcher,
88c
Butcher, under 16 lbs
36c
Fallen, all weights
22c
Bulls and stags
20c
Culls
6c
lb.
less.
hides
salt
per
Dry
Pelts.
Flint
Dry
87c
Wool pelts ...
azc
snort wool pelts
25c
Butcher shearings
14c
No. 2 and murrain shearings
Bucks, saddles and pieces of pelts 22c
Green Salted Hides, Etc,
20
Cured hides, 25 lbs. up, No. 1
19
Cured hides, 25 lbs. up, No. 2
13c
Bulls, No. 1
2
12c
No.
Bulls,
11
Glues, hides and skins
1
No.
22024
Kip.
.
Kip, No. 2
,.2022o
8640c
Calf, No. 1
32 4i37
Calf, NO. 2
20c
Branded kip and calf, No. 1
19c
Branded kip and calf, No. 2
Part cured hides, lc per lb. less than
cured.
Green hides, 2c per lb. less than
cured.
Green Salted Ilorseaides.
16 lbs.

No.
No.

1
2

Headless. 50c less.
Ponies and glue

$9.00
8.00

10.00
9.00

$2.00

5.00

Miscellaneous Markets,

At Ckieaco.
Chicago Hogs Bulk. $19.75 fi 20.00
heavy weight, $19.8520.05; medium
weight, jia.7uwzu.iu; iignt weight,
light, 18.00&19.76
$1.6020.15; light
heavy packing sows, smooth, $19.2613
19.66; packing sows, rough, $19.00
18.00.
11.25: pigs, $17.00
Beef steers, medium and
Cattle
choice
heavy weight, ana and prime, $15.25
to 18.60; medium
gooa, i.zoi&.26
common. $11.0012.25; light weight.
good and choice, I12.664J15.00; common
and medium, jiu.ouw ii.7; Dutcher cattle, heifers, $7.6013.35; cows, $7.35
13.00; canners ana cuiiers. jb.uu'ii 7.36;
veal calves, light and handy weight,
feeder steers, $9.755)
$14.76 (6 16.00;
13. so; slocKer sieers, li.lowiz.t'J.
84 noundi
Sheep
J12.5015.76; 85 pounds up, $12.25
.ou cm 12.00;
ana
common,
16.75; cuiis
springs. $16.5019.00; yearling wethers,
medium
ewes,
$10.2613.00:
good and
choice, $7.608.75; culls and common,
do-v- t,

3.00

7.25.

Chicago Produce.
Chicago. Butter 46 BlHc.
Firsts,
4041c;
Eggs
ordinary
firsts, 488 39c; at mark, cases Included.
39aU0c; storage packed firsts 41(4
42V4c; extras, 42tte?42c.
Poultry Alive, fowls, 39c.
Potatoes Old, Northern White, IT. g.
No. 1, carlots, $1.7502.00 cwt; new,
Texas and Louisiana Triumphs, job.
tng, $4.25 5.00 cwt.
New York.

Cut loaf,

Price of Snitnr.
Sugar Centrifugal, 7.28,
crushed. 10.25; mould

10.50;

TOlS7713fiRMGFJLD MZF

of expert marksmen will
be guests of the United States navy
during August on the largest of the
chain of rifle ranges constructed by
the bluejackets during our war with
Germany. Invited to be present were
teams of the army, navy and marine
corps as well as two delegations from
every state and territory one rep
resenting the National Guard unit and one the
civilian riflemen. Transportation and subsistence
expenses of the service teams and the teams
designated to represent the states have always
been paid by the United States government
Any other teams may attend by defraying their
own expenses.
The Intent of the government this year la to
welcome at Caldwell representatives of all
branches
of American marksmanship.
Trick
shooting, however, will not be allowed. As the
association puts It, "the marksmanship to be
featured Is the deadly deliberate shooting of the
kind which left Belleau Wood and the Chateau
Thierry wheat field covered with Hun dead."
The gathering of riflemen will be known as
the National Matches of
1919, and Is the latest
HOTJSANDS

of

a long

series of

A, .50; cubes, 9.75; XXXX powdered,
9.20; powdered, 9.15; fine granulated
and diamond A, 9.00; confectioners' A,
8. SO; No. 1, 8.85.

I:
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twitches under the
director of gunnery
exercises, U. S. navy, and nomed Lieutenant Col. William
C.
M.
s

.uiw

14."

.1
J tmjr

T

V

officer.

jgf

marks-

manship competitions Instituted In 1903 and held
annually whenever possible for the purpose of
rifle
stimulating
practice as a national sport;
developing riflemen having the attainments required of instructors In
rifle shooting during the
wt.r, and of restoring the
United States to her
Fascination of a Helmet
rightful and traditional
The Hun helmet possesses a strong place as the premier nafascination for the American soldier. tion of marksmen.
Apparently he Is not able to resist the
The big matches will
temptation to capture one whenever be held at Caldwell.
or wherever he sees It. A news story
from
Si I" "i5
from the Rhine country tells us that Broadway." P'rutes
According to details now being ar
German policemen of the towns oc
ranged by Lieutenant Colonel William C. Harllee,
cupied by the American troops have U. 8. M. C, who Is executive officer" 6f the
given up wearing helmets. Many of matches, rifles will begin to crack In
competition
the policemen gave them up because as early as
July 1, and the final "cease firing"
disto
wear.
had
none
Others
they
will not sound much before September 1. Durcontinued their use because the Amerthe first part of this period practice matches
ican officers made the discontinuance ing
and minor competitions will be scheduled. These
a request. The American soldiers, it will be
followed up by a period of instruction
la explained, couldn't resist the Imin marksmanship for the civilian teams who will
to
German
The
capture then.
pulse
participate In the national matches. After the
policemen were rushed all along the school of Instruction, a series of
marksmanship
Rhine and 'deftly unbonneted. It all
which Include some of the oldest
shows that the primitive Instinct that competitions,
and most historic of rifle contests, will be held
urges a victor to take from the conby the National Rifle Association of America.
submission
some
of
his
symbol
quered
events will lead up to those American
continues strong In the warrior breast These
marksmanship classics which are called the NaCleveland Plain Dealer.
The National Matches, there
tional Matches.
fore, will probably bo held toward the middle
Old Mexican God Unearthed.
or end of August
A statue of "Xochlpilll," Ar.tec god
They consist of three competitions. The most
of flowers, has been discovered by WilImportant Is the National Team Match. In this
liam Nlvan, an American archeologlst
of 12 shooting members are pitted
who has been In Mexico recently. The event teams
one another.
Each team, using the
against
the
the
statue,
god
representation of
fires 20 shots rapid
known to have been discovered In United States military rifle,
fire at a target 200 yards away, 20 shots slow fire
virtually a perfect state of preservation In modern times, was dug up at a target 600 yards away aud 20 shots slow
at Atzcapotzalco, a suburb of the cap- (Ire at a target 1,000 yards away. To the victors
are awarded four trophies
ital, and which, prior to the coming of In this competition
which are highly prized among marksmen: One
Cortez, was the seat of a powerful Indian nation, but which, at the time of a prize to the service teams ; a second to the Nathe conquest, was the great slave mart tional Guardsmen; a third to the civilian clubs,
of the Inhabitants of Tenoxtltlan, home and a fourth to schools and colleges.
The first trophy Is known as the National
of the Aztecs and the site of the modern city of Mexico. In addition to Its trophy. It la a bronze plaque showing Mars
slave trade, Atzcapotzalco was noted holding In leash the "dogs of wur." The secfor Its expert Jewelers and wonderfully ond trophy Is known as the Hilton trophy. It Is
also a bronze
hung about with "scalps"
cultivated gardens. "XochiplIH" Is supposed to have presided over one of upon which are recorded the names of the teams
that have won it since it was placed in competithese ancient gardens.
tion In IdV; The third Is known as the Soldier
of
Marathon; It is a bronze statuette and is the
Yet Another.
oldest
of the three.
The number of proposed undersea
second of the National Match competitions
tunnels Is increasing every day. Al- Is The as the National Individual Match
whereknown
to
that
under
Straits
the
of
ready
of teams participate, folDover has been added the suggestion in Individuals Instead
the same course of fire prescribed In the
for one under the Irish channel. And lowing
now comes Colonel Rublo y Bellve, team competition.
The third competition Is known ns the Nawho has obtained permission from the
tional Pistol Match and the honor of being victo
out
the
government
Spanish
carry
torious In this event Is as highly prized among
preliminary soundings with a view to hand-guenthusiasts as is the victory In the
connecting Spain with Morocco by
National Individual Match nmong riflemen.
tunneling the Straits of Gibraltar. The
Program Is Attractive.
proposal Is that the new tunnel should
The program of the National Illfle Association
sink west of Tarlfa and come to the
surface again east of Tangier. This matches Is no less attractive to marksmen.
would make It, roughly, some twenty There Is "The Wimbledon," a match shot at tnr-gemiles long, which Is within three
1,000 yards away, the winner of which holds
miles of the greatest breadth of the for one year tho Wimbledon cup, presented to
straits, a breadth which varies from American riflemen by the Princess Louise of Engmiles. land In 1878, and assumes tho title of "long
eight anr) a half to twenty-thre- e
rnnge champion." There is the Leech Cup Match
for the oldest trophy In competition nt the presSwallow Is Enemy of Mosquito.
ent time a massive sliver tankard, a gift to the
If yon want to free the neighborof the Irish
N. R. A. In 1874 by the captain
hood of mosquitoes encourage swal
lows to make themselves at home, says rifle team which that year visited this country
to take pnrt In the first International marksmanthe American Forestry association
These birds feed almost entirely upon ship contest. There Is the President's Match, to
obnoxious Insects and thty will do the winner of which goes an autographed letter
much toward protecting orchards and of congratulation from the chief executive nnd
other trees from Insect pests. No bet- the title "military champion," and there Is the
ter Investment can be made, therefore, Marine Corps Cup Mntch open to everybody, the
than some houses set out for martins winning of which Is also a signal honor. The
or other swallows. Of the blue swal trophy In this competition was the gift of tho
lows the purple martin Is the largest. eoiiuiilHKioned ofllcers of the marine corps.
Until 1010 there participated In the National
the male being entirely blue above with
Swallows are highly M:itili." onlv the army, the navy, the murine
a gray breast.
migratory, most of them spending tha
onl the National Guard. That year, how- winter In South America.

Colonel llarll-

ee has

long

been

Identified with rllle
practice In the navy
aud among the marines. He conceived
the lden of a great
chain
runges

of

ing

the

nuvy

rllle

n

ts

greatest

single rnnge system ever established, and had It
In full operation soon after war was declared.
Scops of Program.
In undertaking to conduct the National
Matches of 1919 at the Invitation of the secretary
of war, the navy planned to overlook nothing
toward making these competitions the greatest
of their long line and toward gathering at
Caldwell representatives of oil the branches of
American marksmanship.
Tho United States nroiy rifle of tho name
type which was used by tho American army and
marine corps division In France will predominate
r
Herv-Ic- e
In most of (he events, but the
weapon, capable of carrying a
bullet to an extreme range of more than three
miles will not be featured to the exclusion ot
other firearms except In the Btrlotly government
competitions. But for tho purpose ot supplying
the contestants In the government evcuts with
the best rifles and ammunition which can be procured the government arsenal at Springfield Is
now at work producing
weapons, while the
Frankfort arsenal Is turning out the necessary
ball cartridges.
To provide a program attractive to all shooters at the Natlonul Matches It is planned to Htags
rifle
at Caldwell events in which the small-borwill be fired nt short ranges, as well as a few
fraevents to Interest any of the
ternity who may drop In as transients or so
visitors. The Caldwell runge is within 20 mlleii
of New York City and within accessible dlstnncti
It was built enof a population of 10,000,000.
tirely by the force of bluejackets which operated
It It Is a model runge In every respect. It was
the last range built by the navy nnd all the best
features developed In the construction of other
ranges were utilized there. It hue unlimited
capacity for targets. It can accoinmodote 100
teams fur each stage, of the match twice as
many as any other rnnge, and has the largest
and best equipment of buildings of any range In
America. It has electric lights and all modern
conveniences, with splendid facilities not only for
shooting but also for the accommodation nnd entertainment of tha regular teams and transient
participants and visitors.
Caldwell Is reached nt a coNt of twenty-sevecents by the Hudson Tube from New York to
Newark, and thence twelve miles by trolley to
Caldwell.
While the range Is now open and available
to the general public for practice, the executive
officer. Lieutenant Colonel Harllew, will maintain
an office at the offices of tho National Rifle association In Washington nnd all Inquiries should
be addrtssed there until July 1, when the National Mnich staff will assemble at Caldwell.
Rifles will be furnished at the firing points
An Inor visitors may bring their own rifles.
structor (conch) will be provided at each firing
point and when separate parties visit the rango
special Instructors will he assigned to them to
The runge Is now
give preliminary Instruction.
open for all comers and groups or teams visiting
the rnnge for practice preliminary to participating in the matches will receive special Instruction.
will
Beginning nbout July first dally
be conducted under the auspices of the National
Rifle association and each day there will b
awarded medals to the winning competitors and
Naqualification medals to all who qualify In the
tional ltllle association, marksmnn, sharpMhontei
and expert rifleman courses. At no time, elthei
before or during the mutches, will there be ans
expense for rnnge practice. Sleeping accommodations will be provided without chnrgo (but
sojourners must bring their own blankets), and
meals will be furnished nt the cost price of th
navy ration (now 00 cents per dny).
A "team" In the National Tenm Mntch consists of twelve (12) principals or flrers, two oi
more alternates, one conch, and a team captalt
who may be, or may not be also a principal oi
firer. The rules of the match will provide fqi
teams from universities, colleges und schools, tint
it Is earnestly hoped that a lurge number of mil
versitles, colleges, inllltury schools and hlgt
schools will be represented by tennis.
A separate pistol range will be operated s
that pistol shooters may be accommodated at anj
time. When the more Important pistol mntchei
are held, It will he necessary to have them ot
the larger rifle rnnses In order to provide a suP
t
number of targets.
high-powe-
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llarllee, U. 8.
C, as executive

und at the
tha
of
beginning
the
war undertook
work of construct-

bas-relie- f,

Metal Markets.
Colorado settlement prices:
Bar sliver, $1.12 K.
Copper, per pound, 17'i18c.
Lead, $5.40.
Spelter, $6.15.
Tungsten, per unit, $7.50 10.00.

1

HOW

ever, congress authorized the participation of
teams composed of members of civilian rifle clubs
which are organized' under the natlonul board
for the promotion of rifle practice In the war
At the outbreak of the war with
department.
Germany there were In the United States more
than 2,000 of these clubs with an aggregate Individual membership of about 100,000.
During the war the membership of mnny of
these clubs was decimated by volunteer enlistments and the draft, but since the armistice and,
the demobilization of the troops most of the
clubs have become more active than ever before.
The opening of the National Mutches to
has proved a wonderful
civilian and riflemen
Impetus to rifle practice as a sport, and the effect of this policy, together with that of the
government In fostering the organization of rifle
clubs, were apparent in the records of American
marksmunshlp made on the fields of France.
Two Teams From Each State.
Under the laws controlling the government
competitions, a National Guard team and a civilian team from each state are authorized to attend the mutches. These tennis are named by
the governor of the state, who may select the
personnel of the teams through competition or
according to geographical distribution, or arbitrarily. In addition to the two teams authorized,
as many additional teams as desired may enter the competitions at their own expense.
The National Matches, since their inception
and until 1918, have been held either upon a
United States army or a state rifle range. This
year, however, the championships will be decided upon a United States navy range.
For the past ten years the navy has made
every effort to develop Its bluejockets Into good
riflemen, on the theory that proficiency with
small arms contributes In a large degree to proficiency In handling huge naval rifles, developing
among the men physical control and
of mind and body a principle which found
enthusiastic supporters In Secretary Daniels and
Assistant Secretary Frunklln D. Roosevelt. Therefore, when war was declared against Germany,
the office of gunnery exercise of the navy department lost no time In enlarging the scope of
Its courses In marksmanship.
The development of this activity took the
form of establishing a chain of rifle ranges
the principal stations being at Caldwell, N. J.,
the largest of the chain; Wakefield, Mass.;
Cope May, N. J.; I'eeksklll, N. Y.; Great Lakes,
near Chicago; Glenn Burnlo, Md.; Virginia Beach,
Snn Diego, Cal.
Va.; Mount Pleasant, S. C, nnd
Od these runges corps of trained Instructors not
senmen from the battleonly saw to It that the
In hnndllng of arms, but
ship fleets were trained
took on the work of lnHtruetlng any army recruits
that were sent to them. In addition to this, and
In connection with the range chain, Secretary
Daniels threw open the facilities of the navy
shooting camps to citizens, urging all civilians
to visit the runges and learn to shoot.
Recognizing the service which the nnvy has
performed In the cause of rifle practice toward
to its tradibringing tho United States again
tional place In the forefront of nations as ninrks-methe national board for the promotion of
rifle' practice recomuionded that the secretary of
niaile by the secretary of
war ueecpt tin offer
the nuvy of one of the big nnvy ranges for use
1!M9.
Approving
during the Nntlmuil Matches In
the srert'tory of war tenthis
to
conduct the
dered the Invitation to the navy
competitions- When Secretary Daniels accepted
for his department, li- placed the "induct of the
,

recounii'-ndallon-
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THE CUERVO CLIPPER.

WAS TURNING OUT
GUNS BY MILLIONS
it-

3
$
X
J
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United States Producing Arms at
High Speed When Fighting Ended.

J

November 11 04 tnnks of the
French
type had been delivered
nnd by Jnnunry 31 of this yenr 291.
Of these six were shipped nbroad.
Orders for 1,000 Mark I light tanks
were canceled ns were orders for 15,- 015 three-totanks, 15 of which bad
been completed on November 11.
The history of the rifle production,
all of the considerations
Including
which led to the adoption of the stand
ardized British Enfield weapon for
American use, also Is fully outlined.
The department states that It sees no
reason now to change Its view that the
wisest course was that which was followed. The total rifle production In
the United States from the beginning
of the wnr up to November 9, 1018,
was 2,50(1,307, of which a little more
than 300,000 were Springfield rifles.
Pistol
of U. 8. Type Valuable.
Considerable nttentiou Is devoted to
tbo production of automatic pistols
and revolvers for the troops. European countries fulled to appreciate the
value of u large caliber,
weapon of tbo American typo und the
chief use of pistols and revolvers In
Kuropenn armies had been us orna- On

JJ

six-to- n

,,
JJ

THE

WAR

History of Rifle Production Show
Great Record Many Tanks Under
Construction When Armistice
Came Pistole Efficient.
Washington, D. C Machine Rims
end small firms produced by the millions', ammunition turned out liy the
billions of round and dinks built by
thousands when the armlHtlce ended
hostilities, furnish the subject of chap-tor- s
Just nmde public of the wnr department's history of the "material"
Hide of winning the wnr.
In regard to machine gun production,
flbout which such a hot controversy
wnned In congress as a rcxult of the
failure of the American army to adopt
for standard general use the Lewis
weapon used successfully abroad, tbo
facilities
report snys manufacturing
for machine rums In Oils country were
much more limited In extent than the
public hud any notion of when the
United Stales entered the wnr or to
day, and that there were nt the outbreak of the wnr only two factories
which were actually producing
Runs In any quantity nt all.
Dearth of Aircraft Gun.
The report says there was (rent
dearth of heavy machine guns for aircraft work, to hn synchronized with
propellers. The Hrownlng aircraft gun
would have met the requirements, but
It would be a loiitf time before It could
be produced In qiinnllty. In seeking
n slop cap weapon until the Drowning
could he ready, the ordnance department, by "one of those surprising nnd
almost occidental successes" sometimes encountered, found that n modified Marlln gun which could be quickly produced met all requirements.
The work of the Brownings Is declared to Imvo been spectacular as
compared with any exist hk weapons
of this character,
lip to November 11
the production of Drowning rifles was
fi2,2.'IH,
a majority of which were In
UHX
France. In addition
Chauchnt
guns hud been
purchased, so that
enough light automatic rlllos were on
band to supply 100 divisions, or an
nrmy of 3KX),(KM) men. In the sumo
time
41,8(11
heavy Drownings and
enough Vlckers guns had been produced to make, with the llotcliklss
weapons purchased from t lie French,
a total of 4,!27 of this type, or
enough to equip 200 divisions, or un

j

J

Program

J

at

Will

Feature Exercises

Fire Hall on

Wed-

Pressburg, Slovakia, Dobemla.

gime,

nnd the peasants

hnve recovered

performed by the Czechs.
The population of Slovakia Is made
Slovnk
up of three elements
which bus ulways been very
strong for the union with Dohemla;
the Magyars nnd Mugyarlzcd Germans,
and tbo peasantry. The Intelllgoncln
has been completely satisfied by the
government. The administration litis been banded over
completely to the very small number
of Slovak doctors, lawyers, authors
nnd professors that could bo mustered
for service.
Magyars Ignored.
Meanwhile the Magyars and
elements have been quite Ig
nored by the girvernment except where
the government could not find a Slovak
to till the Job. Intense lnyulty to the
old llungarlnn rule characterizes these
people.
They could be reconciled to
new conditions
were fbey taken Into
the Czech administration.
Dut the
government nt present prefers to 1111
Intel!!-genel-

k

d
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THE GERMANS

TAKE LOOT FROM HUN
Four Billion Dollars' Worth Captured by British.
Immense Amount of Stolen Property
Left Behind In flurried German Retreat.
Namur, France. Four billion dollars la the most conservative estimate
of the vulue of the wnr loot captured
from the Herman army by the llrlt-tsbecause of the haste of the Hun

h

KlRbt hundred barge loads, each cartons, and 20,000 trucks held
rying
treasure.
the
of
part
Some of the load) were coming to
Some were
supply the German army.
cargoes taken from the allies and loaded for shipment to Germany. But the
latter wna the least part. One barge
carried 400 tonn of Iron bolts.
In one small urea was seized 30,000

soft-heade-

J

nesday.

J
J

The Effects of Opiates.

From N&ihville Tennessean.

J

JJ

the vacancies left by the Slovak Intelligence with officials from Bohemia
nnd Moravia. This naturally angers

Gen-

from their llrst enthusiasm. A difficult
task of reconciliation remains to be

O.echo-Slovu-

Hard facts do not always make an
man.
Impression on a

aft-ero-

Flies!
jr

FRECKLES

This fence wns built at bout the Hotel Trianon In Versailles ns a necessary
safely adjunct to llu German delegates, who are at present staying there
pending the signing of the pence treaty,

m

ENGINE

CHRISTEN

J

of prominent and Influenzal lunkheads
can be seen standing In the doorway
of the old post office room, patient
waiting for busy people to come, a
they used to, and scrouge past them,
trying to get In." Kansas City Star.

I

erally speaking, the situation In Slovakia, formerly a province of Hungary, now annexed to Czeeho-SlovoklIs not without disquieting features.
The honeymoon of the revolution has
passed and some of the disillusionment
bound to follow the Introduction of a
new regime has set In. The Magyars
and the Miigymized elements have not
as yet been reconciled to the new re-

Other production struggles described
Include Items varying In slzo from
Mark VIII
trench knives to the
tanks of Ilrltlsh design, of which 1,500
were being constructed In
wllb the licit lull and 1,450 ndilltlnnul
wholly by American enterprise.

retreat.

BE USED TO

Cuticura Heals
Itching Burning
Skin Troubles

AMONG SLOVAKS

7,000,(100.

HOW THEY

H

Their Faithfulness.
"Force of habit Is almost as hard a
master to some people as rum Is said
to be," commented the landlord of the
tavern at Grudge. "Although the post
office moved to Its new location more
than a month ago, and, too, though
they never were compelled by law to
do so, 'most any time o' day a bunch

WILL

A

DISQUIET IS SEEN

I

of

COCA-COL-

Kill All

hard-hittin-

mu-chl-

tinny

Chnntla, Mexico. Legends al
ready are beginning to spring up
among the superstitious and tg- nnrant regarding Emillano Zap- ato, the rebel chief who met
death here on April 10. In an
attempt to preserve the bandit's
body as long as possible to give
the greatest number of his fol- lowers a chunce to see It, It
was packed In Ice, In the ab- sence of embalming fluids. The
Ice burst the sides and top of
the flimsy coffin and gave rise
to superstitious
tales that the
"Attlla of the South," as Zap- ata wus called, wns not really
dead, but had burst his coffin
and escaped.

8

Ann Dallas Dudley, the new fire en
HAT INFANTS are peculiarly susceptible to opium and Its Tarioaa
fire hall,
gine nt the Waverly-Belmon- t
preparations, all of wmcn are narootio, is weu Known, even in tne
will be christened on Wednesday
smallest doses, it continued, these opiates cause changes in the func
J
2 o'clock with appropriate
at
tions and growth of the ceils which are likely to become permanent, causing
IJ
j) exercises. Mrs. Guilford
for
Dudley,
imbecility, mental perversion, a craving for alcohol or narcotics in later life.
$ whom the engine gets its nume,
one
Nervous diseases, such as intractable nervous dyspepsia and lack of staying
Is
X
powers are a result of dosing with opiates or narcotics to keep children quiet
of the state's pioneer suffrage workers
The rule among physicians is that children should never
$
In their infancy.
to
Is
It
and
work
due
that
her
untiring
X
receive opiates in the smallest doses or more than a day at a time, and
women
was
the
suffrage
given
p partial
only then if unavoidable.
The administration of Anodynes, Drops, Cordials, Soothing Syrups and
A of Tennessee. Mrs. Miles Williams, a
5
!
resident of the twenty-firs- t
other narcotics to childreu by any but a physician cannot be too strongly
ward,
chairman of arrangements, nnd also a
decried, and the druggist should not be a party to it, Children who are ill
need the attention of a physician, and it is nothing less than a crime to
and
little
Judith
pioneer suffragist,
dose them willfully with narcotics.
Winston
Is
officers'
Folk, the
sold.
ments for
daughter
uniforms, It
Caatoria contains no narcotics if it bears the
of Mr. nnd Mrs. Iteau Folk, also a
With the standard army automatic
signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.
It Is stated, "any average soldier with pioneer suffragist nnd the youngest
Genuine Castorla always bears the signature of
average training can bit what be member of the Nashville organization,
shoots at. In almost the first skirmish has been chosen sponsor. Miss Folk
It proved its superior usefulness In has selected as her maids the following
Don't Sneeze; You May Die.
"EES10
Such Incidents as young girls, daughters of prominent
trench fighting.
Scientists say thut we are never Placed anywhere, DAISY FLY KILLER attracU and
that of the single American soldier suffrage leaders : Travanla Dudley, nearer death thnn when we sneeze, kills all flies. Kelt, clean, ornamental, convenient aod
r &JCBBlttV&Wnwho dispersed or killed a whole squad Lenore Kenny, Kate Knrksdale, Harriet the act causing a momentary convul
- MadeoftnetaL
m can t spu or tip overt
of German bnyoneteers which had sur- Ingram, Mary Sue Cantrell, Jane Davis sion of the bruin.
will not soil or injure
f
'anything. Guaranteed.
rounded him struck the enemy with and Elizabeth Smith.
DAISV
WW
FLY K ILLER
At the christening not champagne
fear of Yankee prowess with the
ss
mt vnnr dealer or
ft h
EXPRESS, nrenaid. SI S.
but a bottle of coca-col- a
will be broken
pistol."
HAROLD SOatERS. 160 be Kalb Ave.. Brooklyn, N. T.
and the maids will shower the engine
with yellow flowers. Speeches will be Now U tht Tint to Got Rid of Tbeit Ugly Spoil
There's no longer the slightest need of feeling
made by Mayor William Gupton, ComMhsmed of your freckles, ts Otliine double
missioner Tompkins and Chief A. A. strength
U guaranteed
to remove these homely
Kosetta. Mrs. Dudley, a member of the pots.
of
double
ounce
Otblne
tn
Simply get
national suffrage organization,
and strength
from your dniKjrlst, sod apply a little
Mrs. Renu Folk, chairman of the city of It night and morning end you should soon nee
that even the worst freckles have
to dls
All druggists' Soap 26, Ointment 26 and 60, TalcumS.
organization, will be honor guests of appear, while the lighter ones bare begun
vanished en
sample each free ol "unutmra, utp. a,
It la seldom that more than one ounce
the occasion. Adv.
tliely.

J.
J

n

WORK OF WINNING

Mexicans Think Rebel
Chief Burst His Coffin

tons of chicory, 100,000 candles, 1.100
tons of soda, 200 dynamos, 1,000 farm
Implements!, 8,000 shovels nnd picks.
In one sale of loot 00,000 Btoveshave
been disposed of, mostly to Belgians
and French.

both the Mugyarlzed element and those
Slovaks who ore unfit but would Ilka
to occupy all the Jobs.
A decided sentiment for real locul
autonomy Is muklng itself felt On
the whole, the government may not bo
opposed to granting nn outspoken demand for home rule In the province.
The peasants do not take much Interest In theoretical politics. They complain tbnt the republic lasted only
three dnys. liy this they mean that
they were allowed to plunder the Jews
for only three duys In the Interval
the withdrawal of the Hungarians and the arrival of the Czechs.
During this time the peasants had
a very free hand.
There were very
few towns or villages where the did
not completely clean up the "ewlsh
population, who are the shopkeepers
and small traders, and at times lessors of estates. Now the peasants have
no longer the Jews to plunder their
Interest In the new stute has diminished. They were kept In a state of
and
Illiteracy by the Hungnrlans
therefore are by no means ripe for
real
However, Just
now they are very bitter because they
claim the Czechs tuke their food supplies a way.
Bolshevism Not Popular.
Bolshevism lias not taken a great
Slovakia Is
grip on the peasantry.
largely un agricultural district and we
know farmers are always the most
conservative element. In the few Industrial
communities in the more
mountainous north und east u certain
amount of unrest 1ms developed. In
Kassav, far eastward, the large mills
are not working and the food sll nation
Is very bad, as It is In most of the industrial districts. Here the workmen
bold meetings nnd growl In bolshevik
tone. Naturally Kassav Is ml her near
the Hungarian border.
So tbnt
there would be natural. In
the other Industrial districts the workmen seem to have taken out their
In muklng big demands upon their employers. Not unusual was It for workmen to come to
their employers and demand that they
receive a percentage of all profits
since the war's beginning. With
nil this discontent the food situation
Is very much Involved.
Generally speaking, Slovakia would
not be the first province to go up In
anarchic flames. For the time being
the bolshevik overturn in llungarla
hns bad Indeed a rather quieting effect on Slovakia.
The wealthy or
well to do who were most attached
to their old fatherland now do not
relish the idea of returning to a Hungary w hich will take all their proper y.
ORDER

KAISER'S BUSTS OUT

German Ministry of Education Direct?
Removal From Schoolrooms
of Country.

Coblenz.
to Oeroian
According
newspapers published In the unoccupied districts beyond the American
bridgehead many schoolmasters during the revolution removed the busts
of the emperor and the crown
A cargo of rugs was bid up to $.150
prince
which decorated
their classrooms.
a ton before the auctioneer discovered
Some
time afterward the busts were
what the bidders nlready had leurned,
that the rags covered a store of restored to their places, but recently
the ministry of education has ordered
copper.
Here is Just a partial list of the arti- them down again. There wns also a
cles seized nnd now being sold by the proposal to change the names of all
In Germany named In honor
disposing board: Brooms, buckets, streets
trench mirrors, dried tripe, toilet pa- of royalties. This hns been met by the
some hilarity and suggesper, water bottles, hammers, lamps, press with
blunderbuses, carbide, beds, tions that there were more Important
pumps,
discussion Just now than
spring mattresses, mousetraps, bells, topics for
rotnry pumps, wheelbarrows, harness, names of streets.
mosquito netting (by the 1,000 yards),
Lived Over a Century.
churns, oil, paint, shovels, wire cutM.
N.
Agaplte
Albuquerque,
ters, bags, paper string, paper bags,
Madrid of Lua Canyon, N. M., died
medical stores, hats, field forges, uniforms, bells, Klaxton horns, gas alarm at the age of 115 yean, according to
sirens.
reports received her.

All some women
about 18 hours.

talk about

Cry tomorrow,
laugh today.

If

you

must,

well,
but

Freshen a Heavy Skin
With the antiseptic, fascinating Cntlcura Talcum Powder, an exquisitely

-

scented convenient, economical face,
skin, baby and dusting powder and
perfume. Renders other perfumes su
perfluous. One of the Cutlcura Toilet
Trio (Soap, Ointment, Talcum). Adv.

uo you put your "U. h.

needed to completely cleir the skin and gain
beautiful clear complexion.
sure to auk for the double strength Othlne.
is this Is sold under guarantee of money back
tf It falls to remove frecklas. AdT.
la
a

Is

Be

The bet you Intended to make but
didn't Is always a safe bet.

NEW SOUTH WALES
INFORMATION

BUREAU

Building, 149 Rroidwiy, New York City
Will be pleased to send Gorernment Bulletins
or answer any Inquiries regarding opportu
nltles for farming, stock railing fruit growing,
Wining and Investment In New South, Wales,
Singer

AUSTRALIA
PARKER'S

on your

day's work?

"

HAIR BALSAM

toilet preparation of merit,
Helps to eradicate dandruff.
For Restoring Color and
Hair.
Beauty toGrayorFaded
,
60a. and tl.OO at
A

Laws are not alive until they are
executed.

IT'S NOT YOUR HEART;
IT'S YOUR KIDNEYS
signals that the kidneys need help.
Kidney disease is no respecter of perA majority of the ills afflicting You should use GOLD MEDAL Haarsons.
The
can be traced back to ibe lem Oil Capsules immediately.
Iieople today
trouble.
healing oil stimulates the
soothing,
The kidneys are the most important kidneys, relieves inflammation and destroys the germs which have caused it.
organs of the body. They are the
of your blood. If the poisons Uo to your druggist today and get a
which are awept Irom the tissues by the box of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
In twenty-fou- r
hours you
blood are not eliminated through the Capsules.
kidneys, disease of one form or another should feel health and vigor returning.
After you feel somewhat improved
will claim you as a victim.
Kidney disease is usually indicated by continue to take one or two capsules
weariness, sleeplessness, nervousness, each day, so as to keep the first-clas- s
despondency, backache, stomach trou- condition and ward oft the danger of
ble, pain in loins and lower abdomen, other attacks.
Ask for the original imported GOLD
gall stones, gravel, rheumatism, sciatica
MEDAL brand. Three shea. Money reand lumbago.
All these derangements are nature's funded if they do nut help you.
Good Riddance.
"Shall we hire a detective to
our wedding presents?"
"I hardly think tbnt will be
sary, my dear. Our friends
seized the opportunity to work
lot of old Junk." Louisville

HEARTBURN
Caused

by

Acid-Stoma- ch
That bitter heartburn,
belching, food- repeating, Indigestion, bloat after eating- -all
But they
are caused by
are only Drat symptom) danger signals to
warn you of awful troubles if not stopped.
Headache, biliousness, rneumatism, sciatic,
that ttred, listless feeling, lack of energy.
dizalnees. Insomnia, even cancer and ulcers
of the intestines and many other ailment
are traceable to
Thousands yea, millions of people wno
ought to be well and strong art mere weakThey really
lings because of
starve in the midst of plenty because they
do not get enough strength and vitality from
the food they eat.
Take EATONIC and give your itomaoh m
chance to do Its work right. Make it strong,
EATONIC)
cool, sweet and comfortable.
brings quick relief for heartburn, belchinaj.
Indigestion and other stomach miseries. Imstrength
proves digestion helps you get fullEATONIO
from your food. Thousands say
Is the most wonderful stomach remedy 1m
the world. Brought them relief when everything else failed.
Our bet testimonial Is what BATONIO
will do for you. So get a big 80o boit of
RATONIC today from your druggist, use It
Ave day
It you're not pleased, return it
and get your money back.

ATONIC
( FOR

YOUR

Hard to Determine.

Ruth Clifford, the moving picture
star, has a cousin overseas. Recently his name appeared in the casuulty
list as wounded.

"Yea," snid Miss Clifford, in answer to nn inquiry by her director,
"he was wounded, but not seriously.
We had a letter from the regimental
The General Tendency.
watch
"Everybody In America belongs to surgeon."
"Where was he wounded?" asked
some kind of a social or commercial
necesobserved the distin Gerard.
organization,"
"We are not quite sure. The surhave guished visitor."
o(f n
"Yes," answered Senator Sorghum
geon mentioned the place, but wo
"We have developed into a nation of don't know whether It's an anatomical
lengnes."
phrase or a French village."

r

Bitter or Better Baking
A letter makes a great difference in a
word. A word makes a great difference
in baking powders.
If the little word "alum" appears on
the label it may mean bitter baking.
If the words "Dr. Price's" stand out
bold and strong, they surely mean

BETTER baking.

This is only one reason why it pays
to use

Br. PRICE'S
CREAM

BAKING POWDER
Made from Cream of Tartar derived from grapes

Contains No Alum

Leaves No Bitter Taste

THE CUERVO CLIPPER

THE

IDEAL FARM LANDS

8s

Minnesota Man at Last Found
What He Sought.
After Long Search,

the Wondrous
Productiveness of Western Canada
Was Pointed Out, and He
Is Going There.

O. S. Marry told It, he had done well.
He had made sufficient money to see
him and his wife through their remaining days.
"But there were the boys," said Mrs.
Maroy, "and six of them, too some of
the six not yet back from 'overseas.'
Yes, we are proud of them," the fond
mother said, "hut, oh ! my, we had no
plrl," and she bemoaned that. These
boys had to be looked after. "Why not
settle them about you In your own
neighborhood? You have pood land
there, splendid neighbors, and everything that might be desired."
"Yes, that Is all true," replied this
estimable lady, "but the land Is so
we couldn't afford to buy
there, although worth every cent
asked for It. You see we have six
boys, and thpy are good one, too."
So, one day, three years ago, Mr. and
Mrs. Mnrey rigged up the automobile
for a touring trip. They wanted to Investigate for the boys' benefit. The
Journey lasted for a year. It took
them through Arizona with Its varied
scenery, Its climatic and agricultural
attractions; into the canyons of Colorado they went, and the agricultural
possibilities there aroused a large
amount of Interest.
Still undecided,
down into the valleys of California the
automobile went. Fruit orchards were
plentiful, grain fields were attractive,
but the psychological time had not arrived. Reversing their way, they
passed through Washington, Oregon
and Montana and home. A year's journey and no results. "Oh, yes," Mr.
Marry said, "we had a delightful time,
enjoyed it all but the day and night up
in Colorado, when we were held up by
a wonderful snowstorm ; we and six
others.
Planking the snow embankment, we came through safely, If a
trifle Inconvenienced."
It wns Interesting to hear these people talk. Their practical minds showed
that they had not lacked opportunities
for olfservatlon. They could not find
what they wanted for the boys. When
he was between twenty and twenty-fiv- e
years of age, Mr. Murcy pictured
to himself the kind of a home he
wanted, lie reared a family of boys
nnd had yet to find such a place. Ills
year's journey had been fruitless In
that respect.
One day he decided he would try
what Western Canada could do. He
had read of It, and he had friends
there who had done well. He toured
the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan nnd Alberta. He saw the vast
prairies, yielding their twenty and
twenty-five- ,
and as high as forty hush-el- s
of wheat, with enormous yields of
other grains. The north central country, which afforded the grass and the
a valshelter that made
uable adjunct to the growing of grain,
was visited, Interviews were had with
the settlers, ninny from his own home
district, and all were satisfied.
Only the other day he arranged for
a car in which he will load his effects
to be taken to the Alberta farm he had
purchased when on his, visit. Mrs.
Murcy goes with him, and the six boys
will follow. He found the place he
had pictured in his mind when he was
years old. "I
twenty or twenty-fivwas unable to find it until I made my
Western Canada visit. I bought the
farm, and I am satisfied. When I saw
steers
a carload of
brought into the Edmonton market,
weighing 1,700 pounds, that had never
been inside a building nor fed a bit of
grain, I was glad I had made up my
mind." Advertisement.
high-price-

stock-raisin-

think that I
A poem lovely
A tree whose
Against the

breast.

KITCHEN
CABINET

d

'

Mean Intimation.
"Mr. Jones says he would die for
me."
"How can he when he's bald?"

Important to all Women
Readers of this Paper

shall never see
aa a tree.
hungry mouth Is prest
world's sweet flowing

A word to the wise may be sufficient;
but tJie policeman often has to use
club on the otherwise.

TQt

mil
VMM

UJ

Wholesome, Cleansing,

Belreshlna and Heallaf
Murine for Red
ness, Soreness, Granule
Cation, Itching and Burning
of the Eyes or Eyelids;
Lolien

"2 Drops" After the Movies, Motoring or Goll
Ask Your Druggist
will win your confidence.
M-for Murine when your Eyes Need Care.

Murine Eye Remedy

You muat either
Fail or triumph,
You must either
Must be slave or

A tree that looks at Ood all day
And lifts her leafy arma to pray;
A tree that may In summer wear
A neat of robins In her hair;

Canfon. Ohio.

temale trouble

to., Chlcagt

"I

There

Buffered from a

that I

would have
to go through an
operation before I

MEATS FOR LUNCHEON OR
PER.

d

ohe-hal-

could

well.

"My mother, who
had been helped by
LydiaE. Pinkham t

SUP- -

People

In

mitting to anopers-tio-

n.

It relieved me

from mv troubles
so I can do my house work without any
difficulty. I advise any woman who is
afflicted with female troubles to eiv
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial and it will do as much for
them." Mrs. Marie Boyd, 1121 6th
St, N. E., Canton, Ohio.
Sometimes there are serious conditions where a hospital operation is the
only alternative, but on the other hand
o many women have been cured by this
famous root and herb remedy, Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, after
doctors have said that an operation was
necessary
every woman who wants
to avoid an operation should give it a
fair trial before submitting to such a
trying ordeal.
If complications exist, write to Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mbbb.,
for advice. The result of many yean
experience is at your service.

OF

INDIA

KEEP YOURSELF FIT!

the

Yea can't afford to be laid up with
tore, aching kidneys in these days of

people In Isdia
the production of silk. Caterpillars and moths of the mulberry
silk Industry of India tire entirely in- The Indians
inestloatcd creatures.
collect the cocoons spun by caterpillars and allow them to hatch, an exchange states. The females are kept
until they lay eggs and when the
are lariie enough they are placed
on trees to feed. When n tree
are 1,.H1,(XX

In

cater-plllur-

s

stripped n piece of cloth Is hung
crawl
another tree.
comes from
China nnd Japan. Mukh silk Is a prodKrl silk comes from
uct of Assim.
caterpillars wlilch feed on the castor
oil plant. It Is of grout value In India, because It is the only silk that
can be sifun from cocoons without killing the Insects in the cocoons and Is
therefore the only silk that can be
worn by a strict Hindu.
Is

Vegetable Com- from a limb arid Hie
pound, advised me onto It nnd are moved to
to try it before subTusar or tussor silk

y

escal-lope-

get

INDUSTRY

Great Eastern Country Engaged in Its
Production.

engaged

which cauaed me much
suffering, and two

soar or stoop.
stand or droop.
cringe or govern.
must be sovereign.

Upon whose bosom snow has lain
Who Intimately lives with rain.
Poems are made by folks like me.
But only Ood can make a tree.
Joyce Kilmer.

ciitei-pillar-

s

Qualified.

He was applying for a position as
attendant In un Insane nsyluni.
"Have you had liny experience han
dling irrational persons' lie was
asked.
"Some,"
n

was

motion-pictur-

yenrs."
And lie wns
Fun.

nigh prices,
occupations orma
almost any work
kidney troubles;
makes weak kidneys worne. H you feel
tired all the time, and sutler with lame
back, sharp trains, dizzv spells, head
aches and disordered kidney action, use
Doan's Kidney Pills. It may save an
attack of rheumatism, dropsy, or
ltrigbt's diacane. Doan's have helped
thousands back to health.

A New Mexico

Case

W. It. ("arson. 400
W. Spruce Street,
Iteming, N. Mex.,
says: "Sometimes
1
too
do
when
niii.'h Vtaat'ir Wnrll
or catch cold, myjjjp'
iihi'k nun minify
bother me. When I
hend over, sharp
Fains catch me and

hardly
I have'
straighten. dlxslneHH
spells of
and spots seem to
float before mv
As soon as I feel an attack of
this trouble coming- on. 1 use loan's
Kidney pills. They always straighten
me up In good shape."

ey.

Gel Doss's al Any Store, 60e a Boa

DOAN'S "Y
FOSTER MILBURN CO

BUFFALO, N. Y.

AGENTS

a Week
$40 to $100
are
ainaslng

Men and women
making
big
money during spare time. Attractive subns
scription proposition on
Live wires are glvea
inaguslne.
his response.
"I wns tlonal
blK salaried positions as lilstrlct Man-SKvdirector for several
Write A. P. Collins, America
Krult (Slower, Chicago.
hired forthwith.
Film
Harvest Hands Wanted fur 300,000 seres
vhput In Kurd I'ounly. KatiMHa. Umul wages.
Writs Commercial Club, Dutlgs City, Km.

And the great, underlying Inspire
Rending tlresomo poetry when ym
was lunacy run are sad Is equivalent to reading a cook- California rig
Fnr Kale Heat paying
(rult crop. Write tor bimKlnt. California a"ts)
amuck.
book when you are tired.
B.
121
Mills
Hlilg., Run Francisco.
Gardens.
Hon of the world wur

d

three-fourth-

well-beate-

There Is no mystery about happiness
whatever. Put In the right ingredients
and It must come out
Whoso will observe the wonderful
providences of Ood shall have wonderful providences to observe.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
People who live in the country or
rniall towns where they may have
plenty of space for
will be
gardens
able to grow all

the fresh

vege-

tables needed for
summer and enough
to can for the winter. A good vegetable garden Is a
good solution for
the high cost of living. Even those
who are obliged to live in apartments
or flats may, with a little work, raise
a variety of good things. A barrel has
proven a good garden for strawberries, and it has also grown cucumbers
and radishes. Cucumbers may be
grown on a rack, and If well watered
will grow quite a crop. Fill the barrel
with
horse manure, and be
sure to water the ground, not the
plant.
Large flower urns are another fine
place to start an early crop of vegetables. The crop may all be gone by
the time it Is warm enough to set out
the geraniums and foliage plants.
Parsley nnd chives may be grown in
the kitchen window all the year round,
making plenty of the flavor for all
the dishes one wishes to garnish and
season.
For the leaf lettuce a bed three feet
square will supply the average family
with all the lettuce needed. As It is
used, sow more seed and have fresh,
crisp lettuce all the season. For the
head lettuce more room will be needed,
but It pays for all the time and trouble of transplanting.
Those who are not crowded for room
should have an affrarngus bed, for
when It begins to produce It Is a Joy
forever. A strawberry lied Is another
Jeslrable addition to the gadn. With
n little core and transplanting- we may
keep n bed for years.
Early Sprlnfl Dish. Cook together
young onions, carrots and pens In Just
as little water as possible, with a little
salt pork cut In small cubes and
browned. When the vegetables are
tender do not drain, but ndd milk,
tpnson and serve as a chowdur or as
lri dish
well-rotte- d

Thousands upon thousands of women
have kidney or bladder trouble and never
suapect it.
Women's complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy con'
dition, they may cause the other organs
to become diseased.
You may suffer pain in the back, head-achand loss of ambition.
Poor health makes you nervous, irrita.
We and may be despondent; it makes any
one so.
But hundreds of women claim that Tr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
by restoring
health to the kidnevs. proved to be just
the remedy needed to overcome such
conditions.
Many send for a sample bottle to see
,
Swamp-Itootthe great kidney,
what
liver and bladder medicine, will do foi
them. Bv enclosine ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.. yon
may receive sample size bottle by Parcel
Vatt.
Ynn run nnrchase medium and
large size bottles at all drue stores. Adv,

A

OPERATION

AN

Million

AVO DED AN

Thinly sliced mutton cut from a
roast not too well done and heted In
currant Jelly makes
a most appetizing
dish.
EMERGENCY LUNCHEONS.
Take Bllces of
roast beef nnd
rare
We read or hear told of wonderful
roil each in a thin
meals prepared by a wave of the hand
slice of bncon;
and a cold chicken com
until crisp,
cook
bined with an elastic
The bacon may be
maimagination; but the
tied or skewered.
jority of us poor mortals
Creamed Calf's Liver Take left
find
ourselves over
usually
cooked liver, chop very fine and
minus the chicken and odd to a
rich white sauce; hent and
Is
It
the cupboard bare.
over buttered toast and serve
pour
times like these that try
with crisp curls of bacon.
women's souls. The wom- garnished
Mock Oysters.
Cut pieces of venl
an in town who has the
into oyster-sizepound until
pieces;
to
corner
or
the
telephone
grocery
well broken ; dip In eggs and crumbs
to
In
support her
trying hours is apt
be improvident, but the country wom- and fry In fat. Serve with toast.
Ham Souffle. Take a cup of cold
an needs to store up ammunition for
f
chopped ham,
cup of bread
the time of siege.
If women in the country will re- crumbs, three eggs, salt and pepper
and one pint of milk. Beat the eggs,
member that the every-dathings ihey
20
serve will be a treat to town people, mix with the ingredients and bake
In a moderately hot oven,
the entertaining would not bo such minutes
Minced veal, cooked, or dried beef
a bugbear.
shredded added to a white sauce and
Fresh vegetables, fruits and eggs
served over toast is another good dish,
with milk will make a meal fit for a
Serve with tomato sauce.
king in summer, with the wealth of
Calf's Heart. Wash the heart, rethe garden to draw upon.
An omelet Is a dainty dish and one j move the tough portions, stuff with a
highly seasoned stuffing and bake two
which nearly everybody likes.
It may be parboiled
An emergency shelf with canned sal- or three hours.
for an hour then baked, using the
mon, shrimp, chicken and tuna may
be a source of any number of tasty liquor to baste the meat and to make a
gravy. Serve with boiled onion.
dishes from soup to salad or
Veal Croquettes.
Put a pint of veal
dishes.
a meat grinder, add a table
Canned vegetables, canned at home through
of salt, a tablespoonful of
when they are In their prime, are spoonful
lemon Juice nnd a generous sprinkling
available for various dishes.. Canned
of paprika. Melt three tablespoonfuls
asparagus Is a most delicious vege- of
butter, ndd two tablespoonfuls of
table served in white snuce on toast.
finely minced onion, three tablespoon
Tomatoes, well seasoned, served on fuls of flour and
s
of a cup
toast, are most appetizing, and when of veal stock or milk. Cook
together
canned whole make a most refresh- five
n
minutes, add two
ing salad.
eggs; stir until well mixed. Mix with
Canned fruits, Jellies, and pickles the veal and cook.
Shape, allowing a
with relishes of various kinds are
each croquet. Dip
for
tablespoonful
most
In
usually found in abundance
In egg and crumbs, nnd fry In deep
homes.
These with a few cookies, fat. Servo with a white sauce If de
a cupfnl of tea, cocoa or coffee will
sired.
make a simple and tasty dessert.
Sausages baked on top of creamed
cream
a
milk
hand
at
With plenty of
potatoes makes another nice change
soup Is quickly made, using any vege
from the ordinary method of serving,
table from potatoes to peas.
Serve them from the dish in which
A hot meat or fish prepared In an
they were baked.
and
dish
with
crumbs, egg
escalloped
seasoning Is both satisfying and tasty.
If every tree In all the wood could take
some mortal form
A steamed pudding may be made
And leave the ground where It has
of fruit cake, or a batter can be made
stood
and
through sunshine
with fruit that will steam in fifteen
through storm.
such
cream
a
with
would
and
be
The lofty pine
sugar
minutes;
knight In
armor strong and rare,
pudding is most welcome. Short
The slender birch with dress so whits
cakes are also well liked and almost
would be his lady fair.
any kind of fruit at hand may be
KEEPING DOWN EXPENSES.
used.

e
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One

doctors decided

I

He fanned for a number of years)
near Wlndom, Minnesota, and as Mr.

SILK

I0W MRS. BOYD

-

When we fully learn, as the French
and other nations have, to use meat
more often simply as
flavor, and other foods In
combination with it, w
will not need to be so
exercised
about
high
prices.
When preparing hum
burger steak add a cup
ful of cooked oatmeal to
a pound of the meat, It
does not lessen Its at
tractlveness or Its nourishment, but
it does decrease the cost as it goes
much farther in serving. A llttl
scraped onion and a pinch of cloves
will vary the usual seasoning of so.
and pepper.
If you have opportunity to notice
the meat bills of the cook who buys
meats which take little time to pre
pare, like steaks, cutlets and chops,
you will find that they are much mger than those of the cook who buys
pot roasts, stews, soup meat and the
cheaper ojuts. A smnll piece of meat
added to a large quantity of vege
tables will give flavor to them and the
amount of meat will never be noticed,
As meat Is the great Item tn many
families, costing as much as It does
today, it Is needful that all housewives take serious "thought and do
much planning to furnish their families with nourishing food with the
amount they hnve to spend upon It.
When a tough piece of meat ha
been purchased, rub it well with ollvs
oil or corn oil, add a little chopped
parsley and a bay leaf with a few
Let thf
tablespoonfuls of vinegar.
meat He In this overnight, then drain
and brown the meat, add the vinegar
and some water and let It simmer
until tender at a low heat on the back
part of the stove.
By buying staples, such as sugnr,
early In the season when It Is usually
2 to 3 cents less a pound, one can
provide the year's supply o.t quite n
saving. Canned goods of all kinds
can be bought at a saving when taken
by the dozen or case. However, If
one feels because a goodly supply Is
on hand that It can be used more
freely, the saving will be lost.
Leaf lard can be bought often 2
to 3 cents cheaper than the prepared
lard, and you are sure after It ll
done that you have pure lard.

YOUR OWN "BULL"
buy a bag
yOU
Durham tobacco.

of genuine

"Bull"

With your own hands you roll your own
cigarettes. They are made just as you like
them. You've rolled your own for yourself.
As a result, you have a smoke that
machines can't equal. (And
cigarettes from one bag!)
fifty-thrif-

GENUINE
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W't'dmtiil.'iy.
Clinton utnl Monroe Woodward
miidu ! Pyit'U trip tu b.iiiia Koaa,

The- -

Cuervo Clipper

1

.

Co-- ,

L.

hi u singi'if!- Mim Fforcnie

t

Editor 'And Managkr.
second-chi- ts
mailer
Lntered
on April 17th, 1908, at the
at Cuervo, New Mexico,
under the Ai t uf Congrns of
March, 1879.

Charles Kurtzhalz and Fred 8.

Apple-g-

Thousands of
ldiersAssume Control.

Known

Saturday

mi

ivint I'.l nt fill "V" a
and Sunday, mid a good crowd was tMtl(.s In the elBt,.a ()f Texas, Okla-i- n
houm, Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mex
attendance to hem' him.
ico mid Arizona, which states compose
southern-- ' military departnient.
John Woodward and Clyde Arn-(- h
ciilli lntC. Ll William!.' Satur- havo records of unusual find varied
achievement before becoming connected
day.'
'with war work. Both were forJ I r. Tndi called on Christian
merly associated together ' at' Camp
Pike, Ark.
Sllbiiri r, Sitmbiy
Mr. Kurtzliiilz; who succeeded II. II.
I',1 M.
Armstrong a n d family Simmons, pnmilnent blinker and real
eslule mini of llillsbnro, Tex., ns exG.' Kyle's, Sunday.
called
ecutive secretary, has been u mission- David I Woodward writes thatiary In British West Africa 'and Jarim leu as well us a elty.Y.. M. C. A.
he is slid visiting relatives in Elli-jp-

$1.00.'

J ""
$

lilu

fi

uuiiiiln f u In

.

AiKcriiMng rat's made known
nn Application.

miinf

lm--

wct

Alamo Echoes.
enjoy reading the country
iUtns o( the Clipter very much.
1 will
try to write a few lines.
A fine rain Ml huve last Rid ay
evening and glad to see it.
I

(in. timl that he is getting
He thinks if will be a
fine.
houl 3 'months' yi;t before he will
be able lo slart his1 return home.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Spilltr,
and son, Thomas J r, were callers
at Mrs. S. K. McDonald's, Thurs-

day.

enter-ttfinln-

('olil

er

-

diii-iii-

Li t all 'the readers of the Clipper
who feel an interest in their home
section and want to make things
a resolution with
lie'.lcr, write-i-

r

wm

15 est Better"
the motto, "Muke-thilud do all possible for their ' country's good through the columns of

Mr. and Mra. John Downing visited at Mr. Williams' Sunday.
the paper. Remember that when
Mr. and Mrs. 8. S. Cope called we
help others we help ourselves.
at Mr. Clevenger'H, last Sunday.
Do some deeds of kindness,
Kf,v. Thompson filled his ap
Tiny are needed everywhere;
'
pointment at Pleasant Valley, Sat- - Don't go through life' j ti blindness,'
unlay and Sunday.
Make someone's IwV more fair.
Charley Williams dehverod h
keep the home lues burning
load of fence posts to Will Mayo, Jut
And boost the good roads move
last Thursday.
'o keep I lie old tires turning
The stock dipping fit Morton
Not in the same old ioove.
CHARLES KURTZHALZ.
Shntb's, the first week- - of this Mul over new made
highways,
Newly Appointed Executive Secretary
well
attended.
was
Anions
month
of. ths Southern Department,
That ntniul the hardest tesi,
those present Were! three of our And all the little
Army Y. M. C. A.
by ways
oldest cow girls, Mrs. Charley
worker, wlillit before entering war
Will some day be the best.
work Mr. Applenet, now associate
Williams, Mrs. Smith McDonald
Mine I'.yes.
secretary, wns u prominent
and Mrs. Henry Woodward who
New York writer, editor, publisher
assisted their husbands in driving
and misitiess expert, rrevlons to
their htock to the place whero they
assnclirte; executive' secretary
GREAT' SUM SPENT
Mr. KtirlKlialss hud been In charge of
vvero dipped.
Army Y, M. C. A. work In two of the
Mr. and Mrs. II,' M. Woodward
departFOR BOYS ON RHINE1 largest leaiaps of the southern
ment. Camp l'llte, Ark., and Camp
went to the orchards near Santa
Travis, Tcic.
M)Ba Wednesday of last week.
Mr. Kuitzhala- served ns a "Y" secYi M. C. A. Turns Loose More Than
.
on the Mexican horde 'In 101(1
Paul Claiinch attended the baskretary
for Athlstlo
$200,000
with Amei-lcatroops who were staet dinner at Liberty Hill last SunEquipment
tioned In the lower Klo Orairde val-

rffP

(?

if'

'

p

W.

crop these days.
Granville Downing was seen
on the streets of Alamo, Thursday
of last week,ing

-

lii's

fr

.

1

W. GOLD1N.
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Misses Jatiie and Diana Williams are alUeuding the institute, at
fsftnta Kosa.

If 1 see this in print,
more next time.

will

write

Windy Jim.

llailc Items.
There isn't

a blossom under

our
feet,

But what has tome teaching short
and swett
That is rich worth knowing,
And the roughest hedge aad short
est thorn

aA

OF THE
90TH COMMENDS

WATER MAKES HIM FAT.

line

!

Tuesday.
Coolt
Iit lped L. K.
C. U.

and

A.'

llaight
entile, Tutsday.

G.
brand

B. APPLEGF.T.

-

-

-

Mrs. Arnold and Myrtle Down-dined at John Woodward',
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Henry

.

T.' Allen, com-

"Very truly yours,
(SisuedK "HEXI1Y T. ALI.HU,
"Major UeunraL."

?--

J',j

R-

Do you feel weak, 6z
Is your
zy, worn-out- ?
lack of good health caused
from any .of the
so common to
women? Then why not

All shapes, sizes, and prices
made of the best Vermont
and Georgia marbel.

give Cardui a trial?' It
should Surely do for you
what it has done for so
many thousarnX of oilier
'
women who suffered it
should help you back to
health.
Ask some lady friend
who has taken Cardui.-Sh-

e

.

t,

The W cman's' Toric

nn'

to us;

Vt

Claimant names as witnesses:
Cardui, tjie woman's
I.J. lales, K.N. Yates, J. C. BaiK-tonic, helped Mrs. Wiland Otto Putner.
ail of Currviv
liam Eversole, of llazal
i. M.
Patch., Ky. Read what
Francisco Dclgado, Itegiuter.
she writes:
"I had a
F P Juu 20
L P July 18,1919.
general breaking-dow- n
of my hcallh.
was in
bed for weeks, unable to
JSOT1CE FOR PUBLICATION
".tad such a
get up.
of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department
weakness and dizziness,
Office at Santa Fe. N. M., Apr. 16, 1919.
. . . and the pains wciu
Notice is hereby given that William
vity severe. A frien.l
J. Ferguson, of Cuervo, N. M. who on
to i tne had tried cv?ry- tM
eke., ubi; nn
... v
June 12, 1916, made Homestead
p
T No. 023211, for. NH4, SeelienEntry
Cirdui? . . . I did. and
13,
ECion saw it was helping fk'SEI4, Section 12, Townt-hi9 N lange
tne . . . Alter 12 bollles,
23
E., N.- M, 1
Meridian, has filed
am strong and well."
j notice of intention to make final three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim to the laud
above described, before United States
Commissioner, at Cuervo, Cuadalupe
Co.. N. M., on July 10,1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. It. Thomas,
L, I,. Burns,
F.ldoa
Miller and W. S. Lajlon,
all of
Cuervo, N. AI.
Francisco Dclgado, Register.
F P May 30,
L T Jun 27,1919
1

12-1-

tives

W

1

"Y"

id

.

.mry ,iu.uji30,iur Lots l.miVitrv

Ni.iNEW.Scc. 7, T. ION., R. 21E;,Lois 3, 4,
See. 12, Lot 1, Sec. 13, T. ION., R. 23 E.,
Nv
M.' P. Meridian, lias filed notice

1

of

wt-n-

i,'

1

K-i-

"Inr

TIT
M
...1.,.
' ,if. iitirtm
"mi,
Sep. 20, 1918, made Additional Homestead

31, I9IV.

i.ie

Oklahoma troops, has
J. W."
Nixon, division "secretary of the Army
Yi M. C, A., ns follows:
Mr. Jf txon :
"Hy reiison of the excellent work
shown hy the Y. M. C. A. nssigned to
the Ninetieth division throughout the
I ask that in
period September
behalf of this division you express to
all members concerned 'my slncerest
thunks for the highly Important services rendered hy them. Through thes,?-fryindays, from your headquarters
nt Grlscourt, where a canteen, wnre-htms- e
and dormitory were established,
your valuable activities were at nil
times In evidence up to the assaulting
back from those
baltnllons
elements with the wounded
through the various medicul 'statlons
til- the field 'rewplhils.
' Nine secretaries were with the Infantry battalion, nnd two secretaries
(F. A. Paves and B. F. Ford) aclunlly
t
ownth tiP'Wttli-thassaulthti;
hhttnllon and carried on their work
In the midst of the severest losses. I
specially dslTi" to commend the zeal
fortitude ofMhese twiv gentleiueii,
and to thank the Y. M. O. A. for having sent such excellent representa-

FOR PUBLICTION
of
the Interior, V- - S. Land
Department
Oll'n eat Santa Fe, n. ni., June-12- ,
19l)t
IVoticeis hereby given that Joseph
1'utrier, father and heir of Albert J.Pntuer

i

the Ninetieth division, com1
posed almost wholly- of Texas nnd

mander

wnr he established the work of the
Army "Y" at Citmp Pike, Fort Logan
II. Roots, the Remount and Ebherts
hi August, I'.ns, ho
field,- Arkansas,
was transferred 'from tl camp secretaryship of Oatnp Pike lo take the
same position- In Camp Travis, Tex.,
finally becoming associate executive
secretary of the southern department,
which place h held until his recent
promotion. Asi foreign missionary he
was located In Nigeria, lirltisli West
Afrlra, for 'a; year, and Inter he spent
five years in .lniiialca, V.'Mt Indies.
Y. M.
':'A.- wnrk 15
He emered-cltyears ago hr Cnlumlnis. Ohio, later
serving hs genonil secretary at
at Plttson and Oullols, Pa.
Mr. Appleget wss In newspaper and
magazine work' In New York city for
15 years, having been editor of
nnd "Publisher's - Guide"
and a special writer for the Amcricni
Telegraph anil Telephone ennipnnv.
He entered the-- "Y" war work October
1, 1017, at Cninp l'lke, Ark., as camp
He organized
educational director.
agricultural school and the
Ik
r.i.1,1 .V.o.1 IH11
a.v.l,mnt mt tho firstCCIltrill
on
W,.,lern iti.l.l.lrm,
rlcul!ui, mlninil. nil. and largest
nip school in tho
lh Witwn southern
!t n, liimi. Of inlrrf.t t
rfiiic
departnient. the ennip
unit iES'M-- . 1'rihlt,! n hiuh
school registering 2.RH1 soldier studKmil
tlliiilrtinn.
per with colnr t
20,. .amii'1'.('r.' S l.til
ents,-ami
beenme popular as an edu,r.f,,rifi 2.irrot'V,Srn,l
'.
no. The Mvr Wt
humorous lecturer at
U'll Wilkw Unk W'lir. Slt 1l Cll, cational nnd
-.
W attl 'j 7HS
Smtllftuli; ll)l' Whit, lll.lg Mich.
Pike. Since February, 1P111, he bus
VimnUai'd Avu.. Ottroit.
A(Mrtt bmp-or p!vMr iuucr;ytton
thn'utfc been connected with the department
r.rf
Un nvvvtpaptr.
headquarters nt Sun Antonio.
i

Lyle
bis

Mfij. Gem

Whom Executive Secretary Kurtihalz
Has Named as Hla Associate.

"News-paperdon-

NOTICE

of in:eiition to make three-yea- r
proof
to establish claim to the land above de
scribed belor
United States Cnni
inissioner, at Cuervo, N. M., on July

Gen. Henry T. Allen Says Red' Trl- aagle Men Went "Over
the Top."

Colum-bus.Nin-

)

Helps'

'5i.

FRED- -

!

i

COMMANDER

Whllo hundreds of men In the army
In Camp Travis are anxious to get out
of service and back Into civilian life,
In bkesed with power to guard or Cecil Itoons of Itnton, N. M., Is hap111.
warn py because he got Y. M.
C. A.dmlld- He rushed Into a
but heed it showing.
lng, threw his hat toward the celling
John Woodward.. r. left for the nnd danced around. The attention to-of
the "Y" secretaries was directed
Kswisas wheat, harvest, Tnemluy.
ward him by his antics und they InUncle Dud Woodward made a quired the cause (f his glee.
It was then that the story wns told.
bnsincs trip to Tucumcan, Wed.
During the war Cecil could not
Manson Gunter called atCharlie get Into the army on account of his
age. lie became, eighteen years old1
Loiier's, Thursday,
not long ugo and enlisted.
We saw a lady going east with
After hi preliminary examination
Johu Easlt-y- , our mail carrier, one ho was accepted although he was Just
enough to iasg the uiak set by
day of last weik, and we are sure heavy
When he was examthe regulations.
Mrs.
ttiat whs not
Easley.
ined at Camp Travis it was found that
It looks like more rain at pres- he1 was two pounds tmdr weight.
ent. Lit it rain It will be good Then he was Itt the midst of gloom,
"What did you do?" someone asked.
lor crops and grass.
'T drank a whole lot of water Just
before I was weighed again and gained
June is the niontl. for roses
three pounds, one pound more than
Time for wearing poies,J
was necessary,.", attswered the- - cheerTime for making pleasure
ful Cecil.
Whether busy or at leisure.
Miss
Vtsta Tuck and Daisy
IOV WUST MAGA7INH
Woodward called at A, G. Lyle's T1IK
"RaiMinf Th. Wul"

XUUH

'U

lmstll-luillans-

department In six weeks for use either
In games for recreation or 'training
leading up to championship competitions.
The "T" also has assigned 40 athletic directors to duty with this army.
Footballs, baseball material, trtick and
field equipment nnd a great quantity
of suits have beeir supplied.
In addition to this the Y. M. C. A.
has distributed 1,200 sets of boxing
gloves in the Third army and Is cooperating with the army officials In
the A. 12. F. championship contests.
Boxing bouts havo become almost as
popular as tlieatrteal 'entertainments
lu the llhluc forces. About 24,000 men
attend the six honts staged wwekly by
the "Y" at CohleiiJ! und 0,000 the six
bouts stugud wtekly at Neuweld.

N'b;

.

m,,.

COU THEO-

for

021144,

6,
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t

than

Section

j'

ft

'SiiS.:4..iil..-.-.:...:-

No.

Kntry,

12
N.,
Township
Range 23 EM N. M. P. Meridian, has
Tile war work of men In the uniform nf tlift Tiod Tr1nnili whn fnllrtw. filed notice of intention to make three- ar Pro01' oMal.Sisli claim to the land
ed the flag wherever If went proved
their heroism and devotion on the hat-- i alove descriheJ, belore United Stales
tie front and were always present to Commissioner, at Cuervo, Guadalupe
New Mexico, on July 3, 191o,.
serve and comfort, the American fight-Co- .,
ins men, says josepnus unnieis, secre- ams a9 wilnPasPS.
tary of the rmvy, will remain an'
V.
E.
Martin Clark, Ned
Strickland,
nioBument to he Y. M. C. A.
"It Is unthinkable," he declared In a Hundley and B. B. Howard, all of
letter to the "Y" war work council, Variadero, N. M.
"tltat criticism of ndnor defects here
Francisco Delgado, Register.
and there should he allowed to cloud
V. May 30,
L. V. Jan 27, lot
for a moment the splendid record made
association."
this
by
great
Ills letter, recently made pnbllc by
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
the Y. M. C. A., follows In part:
meat of the Interior, U. S. Land
Depart
"Only those who were brought In Office at
Tucumcari.N. M May 2q, I91g.
Intimate contact with It; and could surNO I ICE is hereby given that Joseph
vey the whore field, are able to appre- elate fully the great extent and value Quincy Gibbons, of Amarillo. Tex., who,
of the Y. M. V. A.'s work for our sol-- 1
jalI. 21, 191 1, made Enl. II. mcMead
dlers nnd sailors. In camps and train-- , iirv Ni, nifiTn
cw u t
oa
Ing stations, at home and abroad, nt r WVt. Sec. 33 T. UN., R. 25 E., K M.'!
.
..
the fighting front, on transports and at
, ,
nun f' J nuiin, til III 1 II I Kill IV
naval bases, It cheered and nided our
three-yea- r
proof, to establish
Its halls and huts niake linal
fighting forces.
were not only social centers, furnish- claim to the land above described, before
& Receiver, U; S. Land Office,
ing wholesale recreation and amuse Register
ment, hut were places for mental Im- al Tueuvncaii, IV. M., on July 17, 1919.
provement and moral refreshment.
Claimant names an witnesses:
They were bits of America set on for- J. R. Gibbons, L.C. GiLLons, Loth of
eign soil, reminding the boys of the Newkirk, N. M., Lvin
leginm, Jim
homes from which they came.
both of Turunu ai i, N. M.
Ingram,
follof
Red
the
"The men'
Triangle
K. P. Donohoo. Register.
owed the flag wherever it went, nnd
F P June 6,
L P July 4, 1919.
were there to serve and comfort our
brave boys. They proved their hero-Isnnd devotion on the battle front,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION"
a number being commended for bravery, and several sacrificing their lives Department Of the Interior, U. S. Land
Odice at Santa Ee,- N. M. May 27, 1919.
In the line of duty.
"It is unthinkable that criticism of Notice is hereby given that Iieri.ardo
minor defects here and there should he L.
of Variadero, N. M., who, on
allowed to. cloud for a moment tho Mar.Griego,
made Knl. Homestead
11,
1916,
splendid record made by this great
association. No big undertaking wns Entry No. 026075, for NEVi, l.'iNIX Vi,
Section
29
ever carried out without some Impcr- - NEV,SEli,
23 E,,
fecllons, nnd no organization engaged Township 12 N., Range
ln such a stupendous work, employing N. M. P. meridian,
notice
so many men over a vast area, could of intention to make three-yea- r
proof,
expect to carry it through without lo establifh claim to the land above de- making some mistakes. Rut so far scribed, before U.S. Com'r., a t Cucim).,
as I have been able to determine, these
Guadalupe Co., N.M., on July 15, 1919.
hove been few and hardly enough to
Claimant names as wilnesi-es- :
be considered In comparison with the
Francisco Olgin, Marcos Griego, Maxsimagnificent service rendered.
niiano Gonzales and Ilernarao Giieiio,
(Signed) "JOSEPUDS DANIELS."
.;all of Variadero, N. M.
Francisco Pelgado, Kegitter.
F P June 6.
L P July 4, 1919.

shots
get for a nuniher of
taken nt him by the Indians. He waa
with Major Reno during the remainder
of the tight, which lasted two days.
Among other campaigns he took part
Iri'wn what wits known ns the "Mr
Horn'- und Yellowstone Expedition,"
which was prohalily the largest singlo
.
King-golley from
exiM'ilitlon ever sent out against
(In America's entrance Into the
As government,
scout iull
cnurlvr, he served under Gen. Nelson
www iyn"wMB
miuwyw
A.4 Miles at the Tongue River cantonment and later with his old regiment
at Fort Meade. In 1S7G he was In
Arizona with different regiments at
war with the Apaches. Litter ho carried dispatches for a time between old
Fort Ullss, nenr El Paso, to the vuri-- .
ons posts as far down 1lu border i
w
TP
Eagle Pass.
AS Y'. M. Ol A.1 man, he worked with
thw Kansas
t'lty association, and
among colleges and universities In
(Mdulioma, Missouri and Kansas. For
several months he served nt Oklahoma
City In the hoy scout work.
Colonel Goldiu was nwnrded the
Congressional Medal of 'Honor for his
services In 1870 during the Custer

$200,000 worth of athletic
him
been
distributed
equipment
throughout ' the Third" nriny In the
Ithliieland by the Y. M, C. A. athletic
More

T,' Grngg is very busy work-

at

Nonplused
A. Proved

lias-file-

-

day.1

M. C.

Hrolsm

g

Chi. Theo. V. (iolilin, a TPternn of
CUster's faianiis Seventh cavalry, has
for ninny monHi Im'oii dnifiMn nil of
his time to war work with the Army
Men's t'lirisljan association.
Young
He Is now im n tour visiting till military camps in the- six yitilcs of the
t
c
Southern
thsokllers with stories of the
great West of the long'ai;o.
(liildln has hud nn unusual
unit pieturcMipm eiireer on the frontier
lis soiilier, (,'iiveriiinent scout iind
clerk, having participated In
Indian
several
campaigns , amoiiK
tllem the "llattlo of the l'.lj; Horn,"
where Custer and some flv hnnilred
ten times
vfterims went down hefm-their number of Indians. He has heen
In the Army Y. M. 0. A. work since
November, 1017, serving first at Fort
I?llss and later (it Presidio. He lots
been hooked by the educational bureau of the HOTillicrn Department Army
Y. SI. C. A.Uor n speakinsr tour In
.Southern department camps.
Colonel (Ibldln owes hlsllfe til the
the'tiiUtle of the. ISItf
fact thill
Horn he was serving as reginifiutiil
clerk, mid In that capacity was doing
He was
duty ns mounted orderly.
sent to Major Hono, some three miles
nwny, with dispatches; but even then,
daring most of the ride, he was a tur-Military-rtcparuiw'ti-

Navy

Criticism of Y.

Tour-In- g

et

So-

to

Apple-eet.'who- in

P"t-offic- e

Big Horn"
8urvivor of
Southern Department
Experiences..
"Battle-o-

Tell--In-

Woodward culled
at km it Woodward's' Tuesday.
Charles KurtKhalz, newly appointed
Mjiiiu Cock visi'el Hael Lyle
southern
executive secretary of th
Tuesday,
Men's Chrisdcpurtment.'Army-YounRi v.'l hotripcon filled disappoint, tian association, and Fred 15.
Kurtzhalz bus selected as
nt lit 1'lcasHiit V11II17

W. J. FERGUSON,

-

Secretary of the

UNUSUAL GAREERS

-

j

Ona year
Si months- -

sound

t tricny notes; they are made by
.
.
.t
iinun-- i ci
our cniinut.1 us. nun:
friends, tin- l)i r Is who are happy at

By

Three month-

the

lu re we hear

Kvt-iy-

SAYS DANIELS

NOW WITH Y.M.D. fl.

OF ARMY'YI'HAVE

last Friday.

Published Every Friday,
The CnrPKR Publishing

NEW EXECUTIVES

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
office at Sanfi Fe, N. M. May 22, 1919.
Notice is herriiy ivoit that Artie E.
Wilkfi.
Variadero, N.M, who, on May
9,
1911, miide liihuged llen:tttead

"UNTHINKABLE"

CUSTER VETERAN

'LM

Pi

will tell you how it
helped her. Try Cardui.

All Druggists

1

CAN FIL.L YOUR
ORDER

PROMPTLY.
See or

I

'

write:-- -

W. J. Ferguson,
Cuervo, N. Mex.
IiEAI.) THE CLIPPER,
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